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CHAPTER ONE
1.0 Background
The mobile telephone, otherwise called the cell phone is a 
recent communication innovation in our Kenyan society. And 
so it is to many other developing countries throughout the 
wo rId.

The introduction of this communication gadget in Konya in 
1997 has brought about varied implications as well as 
transformations in the communication patterns of the 
society.

A couple of mobile phone subscribers have lately acquired 
this imported communication innovation and have in the 
process developed a new communication habit in the society. 
It must be appreciated that every innovation brings its 
advantages and disadvantages to the adopting society. In 
this case the new innovation under scrutiny is the mobile 
phone t o I he rural i rihab i I aril s .

The introduction of the mobile phone that falls within the 
i-ealm of the new information and communication technologies 
(ICTs) has evidently prompted several transformations in 
our Kenyan society. ICT effects are indeed felt in all 
spheres of human life in this so-called 'information age'

the heart of these developments in Kenya are
t. echnologica 1 advancements in the west and policy changes 
in the country. Prior to the recent liberalization and 
Clooalization policy changes, mobile phones were few and 
Expensive. Thty wort' restricted only to a lew individuals,
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especially the rich elite in the urban areas who could 
afford them. Ihen a mobile phone piece cost tens of
thousands of shillings. It was often perceived as a status 
symbol since whoever possessed it was seen to belong to the 
high class. Those in the lower status regarded it with awe.

Times have however changed drastically and mobile phones 
have found their way into more peoples' pockets, including 
those ol the lower social c lasses who live in the rural 
areas. On this account the rapid diffusion and adoption of 
the mobile phone innovation in our society merits candid 
research to establish their treads and understand their
actual impact in the society, especially in the rural
villages.

Two mobile phone service providers, namely Kencell 
Conaiiunical ions Limited and Safaricom Limited have been 
licensed to provide mobile phone services in Kenya.
* *'1 ̂ '1 f *' ’*1,11 1:; l 111 • I i i Ml mi >h i I o • u' i v i (■■» | > i ■ i v i ( Km in I*»' n y. i
If was started in the late 1990s by the telecomrnun i cation 
parastatal, lelkom. In the year 2000 Safaricom was re
launched as a joint venture between Vodafone UK and Telkom 
Kenya. Vodafone bought 40% of the shares while Telkom kept 
60-6 of them. (http;// >ww. . . . • abouf
kencel1 . asp).

Kencell Communications Limited entered the Kenyan market in 
2 0 0 0, following policy changes aimed at liberalizing the 
telecommunications industry. Kencell thus became the first 
privately owned commercial* company authorized to provide

j . 'V'
mobile felepffcdnn services in Kenya. Vivendi Telecom of 
France with 40% of the shares and Summer group o!
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companies, which has 60?. of the shares, jointly own Kencell 
Communications Limited. F.conett Wireless Comps ny is
hopefully set to join the market in th<= course of the year.

Soon, thousands of enthusiastic urban subscribers 
(initially in Nairobi) acquired new mobile phones for 
cornmun ica Lion. The amazing innovai ion last dillused and got 
adopted in other urban centers. According to the figures 
provided by the central bureau ol statistics (CBS) in the 
Statistical Abstract (2002), a chronology of the increasing 
tread of the mobile phone adoption and use since its 
inception in the Kenyan market in 19S7 is given. The source 
of this information is Telkom Kenya.

1997 5,000
1998 9,000
1999 15,000
2000 85,000
2001 GoOf.’O,'

With the lapse of 2002 to 2004 this figure has however 
increased tremendously to 2 . 8 million mobile phone 
subscribers throughout the country. By June 1 Safaricom had 
hit the 1.6 million mark with Kencell at 1.2 million. 
According to the Director ol the Communications Commission 
of Kenya Mr. Sammy Kirui in a televised interview with KTN 
Television on 8 July 2004, the mobile phone industry is 
growing at the rate of 46% per annum. This rapidly changing 
scenario can be attributed to the fact that this is a new 
field that is yet to be fuj£ly exploited. This figure though

_ J  ■ *is small comfwrcd {:<> a population <>f 10 million poop If'. Foi 
these reasons, this is an exploratory research.

\ 3



presently the innovation is fast finding its way into 
remote areas of Kenya as the versatile mobile phone 
companies install their transmitters in these rural 
regions. For example Kencell Communications Limited has 
presently covered about 68 towns countrywide-including the 
most i emote purls of these regions. .'Jafari'om Limited 
similarly has almost the same coverage, as the two mobile 
service provide is are locked in Liej.ce market competition.

This new techno Logical communication equipment is 
attracting keen attention and curious excitement in these 
rural areas. This imported artifact is indeed affecting the 
lives of ppnplo in I hr>s° areas in fundamental ways.

The current mobile phone subscription in Kenya has shot to 
about 2.Q million and the trend is still on the rise. In a 
nutshell, the introduction of the mobile phone innovation 
in Kenya has inspired i iemondous revolution in the 
tel ecommunicat ions .sector that, was previously pa thetical J.y 
handicapped in the rural areas. Tt has also revolutionized 
many other communication sectors, as the study seeks to 
expose. For example its role in enhancing interpersonal 
communication is particularly immense.

It was therefore the devoted commitment of this research
project to explore the diffusion, utilization and
implications of thj.g new communication technology from the
developed world to the^ remote Kenyan rural villages. The
spiead, uses and effects of the new communication
technology rnû f not 'be taxen for qranied since it brings * c
diverse transformations in the society. For epistemological

\ 4



reasons theieforo, it is important to sit back and find out 
where we have come from and going as far as this exciting 
teLecommunication innovation is concerned. This way new 
knowledge on this sector can be exposed for future 
application to streamline the sector.

1.1 Problem Statement
Tha world is currently undergoing tremendous changes in the 
information communicat ion dissemination industry as 
inspired by the new ICTs. ICTs are the most fundamental 
innovations of recent times, especially in the context of 
the 'information age'. These developments are transforming 
the communication methods of people fundamentally. Indeed 
information has inherent power as it carries momentous 
knowledge capable of transforming people for the better.

ICTs thus bring with them many novel opportunities of
development and t hose who do not have access to these
in formaLion coinmunicul i<> r i 1 >i (• i 1 j i. i f': j . i r < > d i r»n' 1 v-1 n 1 • iu°d in
the extent L h a L they lag behind in l.he now g 1 • >b. i 1
information communication matrix.

Ore of the most fundamental infrastructures boosted by 
these innovations is the telecommunications sector as 
manifested by the introduction of the mobile phone wireless 
communication technology. Just a short while ago, the 
mobile phone was a. far-fetched technology in our society. 
It was more of a status symbol for a few wealthy elites, 
yet millions of needy people deserved it.

- <L
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It is therefore appropriate and timely to investigate the 
status ol our rural inhabitants in terms of their adoption 
ard utilization of this momentous telecommunication 
technology in their day-to-day lives. It is therefore 
prudent to gain an initial understanding of how mobile 
phones are diffusing and getting adopted in the rural areas 
lor communication, as well as their broader elfects in the 
society. Consequently the frustrating factors that hinder 
effective adoption and utilization ol this important 
communication technology are exposed. This would provider 
the opportunity to correct the situation early enough.

This study therefore by its exploratory status can serve as 
a springboard for furl her studies on the rnobi Le phones, 
their usei and development in the rural areas. Unexploited 
knowledge gaps on diffusion and utilization of the mobile 
phones in the rural areas in Kenya will thus be bridged.

this si udy I 1111: i*xp I < • i (':i 1111sw«11 h I < > quasi i n11s < >11 i [\t> .11 ><>ve
in trod need cause. Based on the findings of the study, 
suggestions on the most pragmatic way forward for the 
development of wireless telecommunications in the rural 
areas are formulated. The recommendations point to the 
necessity of better provision and creation of an enabling 
environment for the fullest utilization of mobile phones 
for rural development. These marginalized regions were not 
created to lag behind while the rest of the world moved 
forward with improved living standards. This state of 
affairs is not natural -a's may be taken for granted.

J .The fi/.-ed lii£g telecommunications sector in the rural areas 
of Kenya is poor, with many rural regions without any

t 6



telecommunications connections at all. This lacking state 
of affairs subjected the rural inhabitants to great
problems when they needed to communicate outside or within 
their respective regions. People traveled long distances to 
make calls in towns. They also incurred more expenses.

According to the minister ut Transport and Communications
(Honorable John Michuki) "the ratio ol accessibility to 
telephone in the rural areas is 0.16 lines to 1 00 and 4
lines to 100 in the urban areas. The plan is to increase 
the ratio to 1 line per 1 00 people in the rural areas and 
20 lines per 100 in the urban areas." This serves to show 
the desperate magnitude of this telecommunications 
deficiency in the rural areas of Kenya. The plight is 
particularly grave consider ing that majority of Kenyans 
live in the rural areas.

Despite the inception of mobile phones in Kenya almost a 
decade ago, guile ,i nubstanl ini span of t i in*', tire rural 
aieas are still lagging behind. The diffusion and adoption 
ol mobile phone innovation is relatively low vis-a-vis the
demand in the population. The contention here thus is that
the rural populace deserves more. More needs to be done on 
this front as there are still gaping shortfalls and 
restrictive handicaps.

vx
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1.2 Objectives

1.2.1 Broad Objective

v To find out the effects brought about by the adoption 
of the mobile phone communication innovation in the 
rural areas in Kenya.

1.2.2 Specific Objectives

To determine the various
transformations brought to the rural 
result of adopting the mobile phone for

communications 
community as a 
innovation.

a- To establish the effectiveness of the mobile phone as
'! COfli l i i l l  n i CM l i «»11 I m d  i l l  I he m i n i  , i m m s .

1.3 Justification of the Study

The information communication technology revolution, within 
which the mobile phone falls, has fundamentally transformed 
man^ facets of the human life, from the economy, industry, 
mass media, health, entertainment to politics. Basically
the tendrils of the ICT infrastructure today are pervasive 
to say the least.
Indeed we are living in an information society. The current 
era has also been describees the 'information age.' One

t X



of the technological infrastructures that are enabling this 
state of affairs is the mobile phone innovation.

Arother significant justification for the study was the 
fact that mobile phones fall under the communications 
ccmponent of the broad concept of the 'infrastructure'. A 
brief definition of this term as provided by the Collins 
English dictionary is "the stock of fixed capita] equipment 
in a country considered as a determinant of economic 
growth." Mobile phones therefore serve a significant 
development function in the society. Their contribution in 
the society is immense.

Jerry Salvaggio (1989) in his book The Information Society 
wrote that "every society is tied together by three 
different kinds of infrastructure: transportation, energy 
grids and communication" (Pg 92). He further aptly asserts, 
"Telecommunications will be the central infrastructure 
lying togf'lln'r I In' s<»cieiy. .* > 11 # • 11 nH wm k inc?cusps p'osonal 
interaction and reduces the costs of distance." (Pg Qt)

On this cue thus, the significant role played by the mobile 
phone in the revolution of the telecommunications sector, 
particularly in the rural areas of Kenya is of great value 
to the overall national economic growth and the improvement 
of the living standards of people.

In a nutshell mdBile phones are very significant in 
improving the telecommu-rrications needs of the people living 
in the rural areas in Ken^a. These are basic in enhancing 
hurian communication.

t 9



There is therefore need to critically understand 'he actual 
state of mobile telephony in Kenya in order to come up with 
informed recommendations as well as formulate pragmatic 
policies to improve the current performance of this 
important technological infrastructure. Through this kind 
of research teething problems can be identified and 
a r res Led before they become chionio and expomm i /e in 1 ho 
iuture.

*vx
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CHAPTER TWO
2.0 Literature Review
The immense contribution of the technological
iiifr̂ sl t.url.u i 0 in l ra n s f or in i in 1 1. h c soi’ j. o I y j 11 I uncJ<i mental
ways was of particular keen attention in this study. Lately 
this new field of communication has been attracting the 
deserved interest in research by communication scholars.

Salvaggio (1989) argues that 'among the more common 
ori.enta tions to the information societies are those that 
focus on the diffusion of computer and telecommunications 
technologies.' This is actually the heart of the new 
information and communication technologies under which the 
mobile phone falls,

Uiznid (1984 ) 'was sensitive to the social ec' »noinic and 
political realities surrounding the diffusion of computer
anc communication technologies' basically he viewed the 
irformation society in terms of the spread of 

communication networks and information machines.' This is 
apparently the development we are experiencing in Kenya 
toaay and shall be the focus of this study.

Dizard (1984) aptly explains that 'information societies 
come about in three stages, namely:

l



(i) F U S t ' both and sman innovative
companies create the technolog Leal
infrastructure.

K  (ii) ^condly, all segments of the economy and
government become dependent on information 
technology and communication networks.

* ' ''* 'Iv m.i:iu < •• ,i iMiimr. i j |  j , of
orma t inn technologies and services aifords ai, 

Mi'-lime access to in I orma Lion .'
Anything that falls short ol perfection or its full 
positive potential can be said to face problems of one nor.

t"K>,hel- JL is imp'U l an I that potential problems be 
discovered and addressed before they become Ingrained in 
the developing social structure, so they

"-solved |,y the formulation and implementation of
il i i eel ed no I i «• lps ti, ;  ̂ , ,° is another endeavor of this
research .

This field (especially in , he nn,l areas of Kenya,, .... .

llU" U s  ,"‘w"<iaa' ia tela Lively unexplored in research 
studies, it IS the aim of this research project therefore 
to provide some groundbreaking pathfinder on the emerging
implications of introducing the mobile phone in the rural 
areas of Kenya.

This Study Will predominantly dwell on the implications of
this new communication innovation in the rural communities
°f Kenya, with special reference to Igerabe South West 
Division.

The diffusion of this- innovation 
enya lla:i been prompt ed by severa

to the rural 
inter r elated

areas of 
I aci ut s .
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Most prominentLy, the rapid diffusion and adoption of the 
mooile phone communication gadget, has been catalyzed by 
the current sweeping revolution in the in format .i on and 
communication technologies (ICTs) in the world. These ]CTs 
have facilitated tremendous transformations in the 
telecommunications and mass media sectors, among other 
a i eats. More 1 i-in:; I < >t mu l ion:; .ire si i I I iinini neiii due i»j the 
fast rate at which ICTs are changing.

Significantly, it must be appreciated tL at these
information and communication technologies are imports,
especially from Europe and Asian countries. Hence their 
relevance in this diffusion of innovations research study. 
Another factor to bear in mind in this regaid is the 
national policy and legislative changes in Kenya, 
occasioned by several internal and external issues.

The two mobile service providers in Kenya (Kencell and 
Sriltuicoin) ci i r curienl ly uploading theii sejvir-'s I o the 
rural areas. This study is interested in exploring the 
reception of these innovations in the rural villages, as 
well as the resulting effects.

2.1.1 Mobile Phone Policy Issues

Liberalization of the telecommunications sector was 
initially envisaged in 1991 when four phases were
identified. The first phase, involved th<-- supply,
installation and maintenance of terminal equipment,
external cabling and wiring. The second phase include the
1 i tensi rig of service providers foi sorvic-s such as

t



internet, e-mail and data transmission. Phase three relates 
to paging, mobile phone services, trunk radio networks, 
public data systems, and Very .Small Aperture Terminals 
(VSATs) installation and maintenance. Phase four is the 
licensing of a new network operator to compete with Telkom 
Kenya.
The African I'echi 10I og y Policy S t ud i om No I wo t k (AT PG) , a 
fommunications research organization based in Nairobi in 
one oJ their reguLar publications, 'African Response to the 
Information Communication Technology Revolution', have 
discussed some broad ICT based policies in Africa that are 
of significant import to this study.

"In May 1995, the 21s’ meeting of the Economic Commission 
for Africa (ECA) conference of ministers which consists of 
tie 53 African ministers of social and economic development 
ar.d planning adopted resolution 795 (XXX) entitled 
'Euilding Africa's Information Highway'".

The aim was to effectively utilize the ICT infrastructure 
to speed up the socia 1 -economic development of the people 

Africa. A document entitled "Africa's Information 
Society Initiative (AT S T )  was drawn and adopted by a .1 1 the 
planning ministers of this continent in May 1996.

All African countries were thus expected to develop a 
National Information and Communication Infrastructure 
(NICI) plan to execute national development priorities.

It is felt that by developing "AISI will help Africa to. \--v
speed up development plans, stimulate growth and provide 
n° * opportunities in education, trade, healthcare, job

t M



creation and food security, helping African countries to 
leapfrog stages of development and raise the standard of 
living".

"In order to develop and upgrade present communication 
facili ties on the African cont inent, the following programs 
are suggested f01 all member countries, including Kenya.

1 ) Developj ng and upgrading national telecommunications 
infrastructure.
Continental interconnectivity through the development 
oJ national data communication hubs, provision of data 
communication gateways to link Africa to the rest of 
the world and establishing the n e ce s sa r y
interconnectivity between telephone and data network 
in Africa.
Implementation ol a number of small, quick impact 
pilot demonstrations projects in some African 
r.t uiri l r i eg .

•1) Integrated rural development through the sharing of
tutnl pub I ir access t el»*cenl ers, mobile comput i ng and 
telecommunications resources will be established at 
selected locations with support from international 
donors." (Olalere Ajayi 2002).

Another related policy issue is the fact that there are 
plans to privatize Telkom, in the ongoing spirit of
liberalization. vby so doing it is felt that
telecommunications services in Kenya will be improved. 
Telkom Kenya has a five-y^ar exclusive period in Nairobi, 
expiring in̂ '* ^^04, before the doors are opened to
eempet i t .ion. Therefor*1 there are advanced plan:; to

t 15



establish a second fixed line telephone operator in Kenya. 
Presently Telkom Kenya enjoys monopoly in this .sector. The 
fixed line operator, Telkom Kenya, plans a major project t-o 
expand its capacity and upgrading the existing facilities. 
The plan is to increase exchange capacity by 430,000 lines.

Structural Adjustment Programs (UAPs) also had a bearing on 
the rapid diffusion and proliferation of mobile phones in 
this country. These policy stipulations encourage the 
concept of liberalization and privatization of public 
institutions with the underlying aim of encouraging 
competition through the free market forces. This is meant 
to streamline service delivery from the private sector; 
lienee Kencell Commun.icat Lons limited and Econe i Wireless 
Company were licensed.

A third mobile service provider is tipped to join the 
market soon. The aim is to attract private sector capital 
• lhd i net e.i.se of | i f • i f; n ■ y by a I b >w i ng <■« impel it ion in ( 1 f a i n 
crucial areas. The process is in line with the target's set 
by the government and the enactment of the Kenya
Comrnunications act in 19Q8.

2.1.2 Characteristics of the market

The fixed telephone network has the capacity of 492,222 
lines, out of which, 328,116 lines have been installed. The 
government plans to improve services penetration from the 
present 4 lines for every 100 people to 20 lines in urban 
areas by 2015y The plan is^'also to increase the penetration 
in the rural areas from 0.16 Lines for every 100 people to

t 16



onP line dur i n n  the same p e r i o d .  This translates to around 
300 , 000 new lines in the rural areas and 2.4 million new 
connections in the urban areas, respectively.
At an average cost of 2000 US dollars per line, the total 
investment required is 5.4 billion US dollars or 270 US 
dollars annually during the period of 1995-2015. The 
government has been moving in eaincsL t.*» achieve this goal 
but the process has been slowed down by limited funds. One 
of the key objectives of the stalled privatization process 
was to attract private capital to realize the above tele
density targets,
(http://www.tradepartners.gov.uk/telecom/kenya/profi1 e/over 
view.shtml).

2.1.3 Mobile Phone and the Internet

Another major contribution made by the mobile phone 
revolution in Kenya involves reliable internet connectivity 
using mobile phones. Uni. oj I him l.e I y ilii.s opportunity has not 
been exploited in the rural areas du<> to a variety of 
reasons. Largely due to lack of technological awareness on 
tile part of the rural populace and lack of supporting 
infrastructure such as power insta1 lations in the rural 
areas among other factors.

By and large in a country where internet usage has not been
fully exploited because of poor infrastructure, mobile
pnones can play a very crucial role in connecting more
Kenyans to the net. It must be appreciated that in this
information 3>ge, th.e internet information superhighway is 

*v i y important i o the development of I lii> iura.1 areas. That
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is if we are to move at the same pace as the outside world 
in the current spirit of globalization.

There are many untapped development opportunities in the 
internet that can significantly help the people in the 
remote rural areas to improve their 1 iving standards for 
the bt'L te r .

The two mobile service providers-Salaricom and Kencell- 
enable their subscribers to browse the internet where there 
is network coverage. Connection can be made through a 
laptop, desktop computers or personal digital assistants 
(EDAs) . To access the internet on any of the networks 
subscriber s needs to use data or wireless application 
protocol (WAP' enabled mobile phones. With a WAP enabled 
phone subscribers don't need a computer as they can access 
the internet directly on the handset, internet connection 
can be made through wireless or cable connection.

Safaricom mobile office -uses General Packet Rad i o .Service 
(GPRS) technology a high speed data transmission
technology. The technology supports applications such as 
wee browsing, e-mail, files transfers, SMS and downloads. 
This can be done using direct connection to the internet 
using GPRS enabled phone or using a GPRS phone as a modem 
to connect via the computer.

Kencell's Access 750 enables subscribers to send and 
receive e-mails or sur-f the internet over their Kencell 
lines at a discounted rate,*. It requires no contracts, no 
cash deposit.^ and no ISP subscription. Access 350 qives 
ĉ ' (* i t a l ,  rnl .  i n h l n  a n d  f f. i c i . n n t  w o r m e d  i n n  a n d  i s  i d f ' . i l  f or
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remote places where Telkom Kenya's infrastructure is not 
available or problematic analogue exchanges hamper
connection.
Tuis service comes in two categories, namely, WAP service 
wnere a WAP and data enabled phone is configured to access 
WAP enabled mail and internet. The other category is DiaL- 
up seivice-wherc you use your phono us a lino and modern to 
connect to the computer, in which case a data enabled phone 
is needed, a KS cable lo connect to the computer and a 
computer or a laptop.

In the last four years internet usage in the country has 
doubled from 200,000 users to 400,000 users today. The 
mobile phone revolution has been particularly instrumental 
in this drastic rise. In this respect mobile phones can 
iri crease internet penetration especially in areas where 
Undline infrastructure is unavailable, especially in the 
ri.ral areas. Mobile connectivity is reliable and cost 
• d I or | i vo tw 11 vice, M< -I) i I < • | tin >nr« si il )»u • | i bn i s d< - n ' I have In 
pey high installation charges to ISPs.

it is also worth noting here that Telemedia has r^eently 
been licensed by the Communications Commission of Kenya 
(CCK) as the national service provider for Thuraya
Satellite Telecommunications Company. The Thuraya phone is 
the custom built handset offering a range of services which 
include voice, data, fax and SMS messaging via satellite 
network. \«

This is the versatile ^nswer for people whose work 
lifestyle t̂ dres them beyond the reach of land based 
telecommunications in rural and urban settings. Thutaya's
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uninterrupted communication assures excellent clear, 
reliable, quality voice telephony. Thuraya has a roaming 
facility that compliments Kencell and Safaricom GSM 
networks. Thuraya phone roams on either of the home 
networks whilst in coverage area and automatically switches 
to satellite network in areas of no siqnal . This
development is however yet to be f e L L since 11 in newly 
launched and has not taken root in the country. It is bound 
to be particularly beneficial in rural areas where land 
based transmissions technologies are ineffective.

2.1.4 Diffusion of Information Technologies in 
Rural America

Robert La Rose and Jennifer Mettler (1989) in Journal of 
Communication Vol. 39 No. 3 have discussed a research that 
was carried out in rural America by the U. S. National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration. The 
contents of thin study .ir' 1 cunt i upH in t fie 1 urr Telecom 
Report.

This was a large-scale survey of seven geographically and 
demographically diverse rural areas. They sought to 
investigate how rural inhabitants used information and 
communication technologies in their work.

In summary, each respondent was asked how much he or she 
used a variety of common information technologies and 
communication products and services.
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information and communication technologic: included
tlie following: Telephone answering machines, telephone
cr,2dit cards, personal computers, and cellular phones among
others.
The research investigated the following major questions. 
"First, are rural residents using fewer information 
technologies than non-rutal resident s? Second, how do the 
socio-economic status, personai attributes, and socio
cultural factors associated with rural residency affect 
which information technologies are used? Third, do the 
general attitudes of rural residents toward information 
technologies mediate the effects of other influences on 
information technology use?" (Journal of Communication, 
summer 1989/Vol. 39 No. 3 Pg 49).

In this study, the independent demographic variables were 
rural residency, age, sex, education, occupation and 
income. The availability of information technologies in the 
homo was assessed by asking, "Winch <d the fol lowing du you 
have in your home? Telephone answering machine; cable 
telephone; home satellite receiver; personal computers; 
cellular phone and weather radio among others.

Their findings, "suggested that the rural residents are not
disadvantaged members oC the information society. They
found out that with the exception of cable television,
rural residents are just as likely as non-rural residents

\ •
to have a variety of telecommunications technologies in 
their homes. And with the exception of automatic pagers and 
automatic teller machine^, they are as likely to use 
information rochnoloqi.es". (.Journal of Communication Summer 
1989 Vol 39 No. 3 Pg 56) .
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These exceptions involved those technologies most likely to 
pe subject to variations in the telecommunications 
infrastructure.
These findings in the US pose a challenge on this research 
project in establishing whether or not the same findings 
c*oul<l be found to exist in I he 'Mi v i r onmeri I of a lev* loping 
country like Kenya.

2.. 5 Historical Development of Wireless 
Communication

Before clearly understanding where one is going, as the 
adage goes, it is important to understand where one is 
coming from in the first place. It is prudent therefore to 
give a vivid account of the historical, development of the 
mobile phone, (.racing the paths it took before reaching the 
rural areas in Kenya.

Essentially, i 11<' h i r;I f • r i (*a 1 e vo 1111 i on '> f the mk>1 i 1 o phono 
cannot conclusively be discussed without delving into 
highly technical and scientific detail. Often, the fine 
demarcation between the terms science and technology is 
blurred by the amazing overlapping results the two keep 
producing with the lapse of time.

The wireless Advisor Glossary defines the cell phone as a 
type of wireless communication that is commonly known as 
the mobile phone. For purposes of this study we shall stick 
to the latter term, since it is most used in our 
environment. ^

\



The telephone was invented by one Graham Bell in 1976. 
Nikolai Tesla on the other hand invented wireless radio 
coinrnunication in 1880. It was however modified later by an 
Italian named Guillermo Marconi.

Iloweve i L)t Mu i L i n (J* >u[»o r < > f Mol of ol.i i;; / oj >u l od I >j Iici'/€
invented the first modern portable handset. (There were 
crude attempts before this date though) . Notably to this 
date Motorola Company still produces mobile phone handsets. 
Coc'per made the first mobile call on April 1983.

This communication gadget is actually called "cellular" 
because the system uses several base stations to divide a 
service area into numerous "cells". In operation, cellular 
calls are transferred from base station as the user moves 
from cell to cell. Put simply, the mobile phone is a
sophisticated two-way radio. In Kenya it is regarded as a 
mobile phono probably because il is poi table.

The most fruitful concept of a mobile phone emerged in 1947 
when researchers modified crude car phones. They found out 
that by using small cells range of service area with a
frequency, they could use the traffic capacity of the 
motile phones substantially. This allowed persons sending 
anc receiving simultaneously in a process called full
duplex operation. It further enabled permanent 
interconnection of mobile radios and local telecom systems.

Over the years the Federal^ Communication Commission (FCC) 
of the UnitedcStates offerer) various frequencies to \arious 
companies that were testing and trying to develop this
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technology. This is the equivalent of Kenya's Communication 
Commission of Kenya (CCK) . These are government bodies 
vested with the responsibility of managing the 
electromagnetic spectrum used to transmit varied
communication signals.

However, the dial commercial, cellular telephone service 
was launched in I'We in Tokyo, Japan. The second < ommercia! 
mobile telephone services iollowed in USA in 1981. This was 
a joint venture between Motorola and American Radio 
Telephone.

The first mobile phone services used analog signals. Analog 
sends signals using continuous stream or wave. Later date 
entrants adopted digital technology instead of analog. 
Digital wireless mobile phones employ one of the following 
digital technologies: CDMA, TDMA and GSM. Mobile phones are 
only restricted to one of the particular technologies.
CDMA - (Code Division Multiple Access) is based on a form 
of spectrum technology that separates voice signals by 
assigning them digital codes within the same spectrum.

TDMA - (Time Division Multiple Access) uses frequency bands 
available at the wireless network and divides them into 
time slots with each phone user having access to one time 
slot at regular intervals.
GSM- (Global System for Mobile Communication). This is an 
improved version of 'TDMA technology.

Kenya uses the GSM technology. This system has three
• • y ,entitiest namely:

r Mobile station;
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> Base station;
> Mobile Switching Center (MSC).

Mobile station is the equipment that a subscriber has which 
enables one to communicate. It stores subscriber data 
(Name, telephone number and services that the subscriber is 
to access) in a subscriber identity module (SIM) card.

B a ae station BS and MSC are owned by the network provider. 
BS is the link between subscriber MS and MSC. The MSC 
controls all the functions of GSM and acts as a link 
between subscribers in the same network and among other 
networks.

2.1.6 Technologies Used by the Mobile Phone

Everett M. Rogers (1995 pg 12) defines technology as "a 
design for instrumental action that reduces the uncertainty 
in the cause effect relationships involved in achieving a 
desired outcome".

He further explained that a technology usually has two 
components:

i) Hardware.
ii) Software.

Hardware consists of the tool that embodies the technology 
as a material or physical object. In our case it will be 
the mobile phone handsets.
Software on the other hand consists of the information base 
of the tool. For example \lhe content we receive from the 
screen of the mobile phones.
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The mobile phone operates throuqn a wide range of 
technologies that broadly fall within the realm of the new 
information and communication technologies (ICTs). These 
technologies are combined together and function 
simultaneously. Most paramount of them all is the computer 
technology, which encompass H o d  ror.ic data processing 
systems. Miniaturization of the electronic hardware has 
nlso eont i ibuted in the development the mobile phone.
Other transmission technologies used in relaying mobile 
phone signals are similar to those used in radio 
transmission. Cellular phones operate with radio frequency, 
a form of electromagnetic spectrum.

Ancther transmission technology that can be used in mobile 
phene signal transmission is the satellite technology. This 
technology is extensively used i„ u ,e developed w..rld where 
there are satellite cell phones. Mobile phone signals are 
beamed into .space where saieiiim vehicles ai„
pi-.eupon the signal is amplified and retransmitted back to 
earth. This mode of transmission is more effective than the 
microwave technology. Cable technology can also be used to 
transmit mobile signal.

Indeed the mobile phones can be classified as some form of 
smarl computers in their own right. They extensively use 
all the basic of a computer in their operations. *

*
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2 - 1*7 Technological Dilemma in the Developing 
Countries

-Technological innovations open up new vast opportunities. 
ThLS not withstanding, a word of caution is necessary: They 
,ro riot inni ant miracles, hut tools to he inf reduced and 
used only after carelul consideration is given to all 
possible ramifications.

MacBride (1980) in his book Many Voices One World warns 
that, "Technological innovations can often have negative 
effects both economic and social, and may distort 
directions and priorities for overall development
activities". He therefore recommends, "introduction oi some 
new technologies should be seriously considered and perhaps 
delayed, in certain development situations".

This word of caution is particularly relevant because of 
th? fact that the conliol o| I he product i«>n and 111 j 1 i /.a i i on 
of these information processing and telecommuri i ca t i on?; 
systems is at present mainly in the hands of industrialized 
countries and in some instances, a few transnational 
conmercial companies inspired by maximum profits.

This brings into sharp focus the question of perpetual 
technological dependence and the eventual sustainability of 
these technologies by the developing countries, and more 
specifically in the remote rural areas.
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2 2 Theoretical Framework
2 2.1 Classical Theory of Diffusion of Innovation

The study was mainly based on diffusion of innovation 
theory. The proponent of this theory is Everett Rogers, 
formerly r>f Stanford University.

The theory essentially seeks to explain how new products 
and ideas find their way into new societies and
environments .

It is prudent to give conceptual and operational 
definitions of the major terms used in this theory.
First, diffusion is defined as the act of dispersion or 
transfer from one part of a medium to another.

For purposes of this study, diffusion as defined by Everett 
Rogers (19 9 S) in his book Diffusion of Innovations meant 
"The process by which iinu»val inn spreads to members of a 
social system." This si inly was conenmed with new id'MS, as 
the mobile phone technology is a new idea in the rural 
areas in Kenya.

Innovation is another significant term in this theory. 
Innovation is defined as "something newly introduced, such 
as a new method or device." "It can also be recognized as 
the act of innovating which means to invent or begin to 
apply".

Within the fra/nework of tiff's study, innovation was taken to 
,IK-an an idea, practice object perceived as new by an

l
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x;idividua 1 . In this case the mobile phone is new in the 
rural areas.

Everett Rogers gave four crucial elements in the diffusion 
of innovation research. These critical elements in the 
diffusion of new ideas are:

1 ) Innova I ion;
2) Communication through channels;
3) Time;
4) Members of a social system.

|The rate of diffusion of an innovation was another 
important factor in this study. The rate of adoption as 
defined by Everett Roqers (1995 pq 22), "is the relative
speed with which an innovation is adopted by members of a 
social system".

Th:.s rate of adoption is measured by the length of a time 
Iroquirnd f»»i n •'f'linin I'< i • ••,ni .ig<> o| i In* mniiil.ois >>L a 
social system to adopt an innovation.

rate of adoption is affected by the following 
attributes among others. Relative advantage; compatibility; 
tnalability and observability. Otner attributes that 

the rate of adoption include; the type of 
innovation, nature of communication channels diffusing the 
Innovation at various stages in the decision process, the 
nature of the social* system and the extent of change agents 
efforts in diffusing the innovation. All these attributes 
Wer? taken into account in tefriis research project.
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2.2.2 Related Theoretical Dispositions

r Abraham Mnslow's theory of rnol ivation is another 
theoretical framework within which this research 
project can be viewed. Briefly outlined/ this theory 
is based '»n t he assurnpi ion that human behavior is goal 
directed and originates froin uniuliiJled needs. These 
needs create some tension, which in turn motivates 
human beings to act in given ways.

Maslow conceptualizes a hierarchy of human needs. 
These are: basic (food, drink, shelter etc); safety 
(financial, protection, avoidance of pain etc); social 
(love and acceptance); self esteem; (prestige, status, 
respect); and self actualization (absolute 
development). Each level of need must be fulfilled 
before the next level manifests itself. This research 
study also sought, to reveal which needs the n:obi le 
phone Lull i I. s . *

* T^e two-step flow theory developed by Elihu Katz and
Paul Lazarsfeld is another theory that has a bearing
to this study. In a nutshell this theory says that
opinion leaders receive information from the mass
media first and relay it to other members of the
society through interpersonal communication. This
theory is particularly significant in this study 

\ ̂
because people usually engage in consultations prior 
to the purchase of'mobile phones. Opinion leaders who 
frequently travel outside the village bring 
i n forma t fori about mobile phones.
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This inform-i t ion is diss0nii.n31 0d through interpersonal
communica t ion.

3 operational Definition of Terms

r Mobile phono will, r^fpr to tho now small portable 
wireless digital electronic telephones. Two licensed 
mobile service providers in Kenya, namely Kencell 
Communications limited and Safaricorn limited,
currently operate them.

> Rural area will be used to refer to a region or place 
characterized by country life. The countryside is 
characterized by farming, poor infrastructure and has 
no urban traits. A place manifesting rustic
conditions.

^ Implications in the context of this study will mean 
the effects brought about by the adoption of the 
mobile phone. These are the empirical resulting 
(• 11 a n»1 <' s .
Adopt.ion wi 1 ] imply accepting and beginning use the
mobile phone. It entails accepting new innovations
that are not native' in one's culture.

*' Utilization in this study means the practical use of
the mobile phone. This is through the consumption of
mobile phone services, for example through making
calls, sending SMS (Short message Text), and accessing
the internet among other uses of the mobile phones.

r Development will mean advancement from a less
favorable state of affairs to a more superior and

*convenient ylevel. It is'̂ 'seen in the context of
<1
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progress. Forward achievement in the desirable 
direction. This leads to improved living standards. 

r Effects imply the resulting outcomes following the 
diffusion and adoption of the wireless mobile phone 
communication technology in the rural areas. As 
manifested by the resulting changes experienced by the 
rural i n 11 a b i I a 111. s . Thin in in 1.1 a.* form of ina 11 i f o u i od 
differences observed between when people did not have 
the mobile phones befoie and now they have began using 
them for communication.

V'
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CHAPTER THREE
^ o Research Methodology 
2 x Site
This study was carried out in Igembe South West Division. 
This site was purposely selected because of the following
i nun . Mont p li 'in i nm 11 | y; i I i :: I»»• m  I ed in a ti || , i I
setting. Secondly, because t he mob i Je service providers, 
Kerice 1.1 Common i ca t i ons 1 i m i i <=d and Safari com limited hav« 
recently started to offer their services in this atea. In 
this sense therefore the mobile phone communication
innovation is new in the area.

The innovation is newly diffusing in the rural community 
since it was not homegrown in the area. Subsequently many 
people in the area have enthusiastically acquired mobile 
phones in the recent past that they use for their
communication needs. In the sense of this study, they can 
be said to be adopting the new communication innovation by 
111'1 vifc*Lil»' (11 111 ■ < ■ f * p l_ i 11 g I 1 1 buy and I) *' g i 11 u: i 11' | I 11 i
innovation. Notably, nol all new innovations a r > • i**udil/ 
accepted in new communities or environments. But the mobile 
phone communication technology appears to be winning the 
favor of many people in the rural areas as well for some 
good reasons .

The selected site is a typical rural area. It manifests the 
characteristics of 3 ,rural setting. This site is located in 
the rustic countryside. The place is remote and Lacks the 
typical urban infrastructure such as electricity, tarmac 
r°ads, heterogeneous . cultures, institutional headquarters 
ahd other advanced social, amenities characteristic of urban
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landmarks. Most of the residents are lowly subsistence 
peasants. It is therefore interesting to find out how they 
fancy and use an advanced technological communication 
gadget that was only recently a status symbol of the rich 
in the urban areas. They represent the so-called 'common 
ma n in t It e grassroots level. In order to achieve
m ean in gfu l ,  development in the society priori!/ must be 
given to those majority populations in the rural oteas.

There is a sudden proliferation of the mobile phones in 
this area. Mobile telephony bureaus have emerged in various 
trading centers where people willing to make phone calls 
are charged some fees for these services. 'Simu ya Jamii' 
telephone booths are fast finding their way in trading

(centers in the area as well. This is a new phenomenon in 
the area. Emerging related businesses include battery 
charging for mobile phone owners who do not have
electricity in their homes or work places. So the mobile 
phniin technological euphoria has gripped the re; [dents o f 
this region by storm. Apparently everybody is talking about 
it with awe. Mobile introduction to this rural community is 
thus prompting palpable transformat ions that deserve 
investigations.

This division is located in Meru North district that was 
formally known as Nyambene. It is one of the thirteen 
districts that make up Eastern Province of Kenya. It
borders Meru Central District to the west and Tharaka 
District to the south. -To the northeast is Isiolo District 
while Tan a River Districted Mwingi Districts border the 
district, to tljp northeastern side.



3.1-1 Location

The district lies within latitudes 0 0 0 ' and 0 40' north,
and Longitudes 37 50' and 38 50' east, with the southern
boundary lying along the equator. Igembe South West 
D i v i s i o n  covers an area of /7.6 Sq Kms.
The district has thirteen administrative divisions that are 
further subdivided into 56 locations and 139 sub-locations 
(including the M o m  National I’aik).

3.1.2 Socio-Economic Activities

Meru North is the native district of the Meru people. It
largely depends on agriculture for economic activity. Both 
food crops-and cash crops thrive well in this district. The 
following cash crops are grown in this, area: Tea, coffee,
sisal, cotton, miraa (khat ) and macadamia, among others. 
Thf following examples of food crops are also grown in this 
J l f m  . Ma i ,:o , bo. 111: s, s< > i g It i im, mi I I e I , y. i m:;, ,i i r uw r o< ■ t m and 
cassava, among others.

3.1.3 Population

According to the last national population and housing 
cersus conducted in 1999, Igembe South West Division had a 
population of 21,791. With an annual growth rate of 3.4%, 
the current projected population stands at about 24,090. *

*
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2 2 Research Design

The study was an exploratory research. The purpose of this 
research project was to provide an initial understanding of 
this subject of introducing mobile phones in the rural 
areas. This is so because thf* concept of mobile phones is 
new in the lurul areas in Kenya. The ground j s new.

The results of this study can thus be used to cultivate 
initial better understanding of this subject. The study can 
be used as a basis for further research.

3.2.1 Sample Design

A sample was drawn from the population of 24,000 people. 
The justification of using a sample instead of studying the 
whc le population was because the entire population is too 
large to address all the individual members. Such an 
attempt w<>uld he downi ighl <dumny -md diaining.

Secondly, the limited time allocated for the study would 
not be adequate for dealing with everybody in the 
population. The period of the study was restricted within 
the university academic calendar. The researcher thus did 
not have all the time in the world.

Financial considerations also justified the use of a 
sample. A carefully selected sample is still capable of 
yielding equally correct results that can be generalized to 
stand for all /members of vtgembe South West Division, as<L
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ell as hint on the possible trend manifested by other 
rUral areas.

goth Probability and Non-probability sampling techniques 
were used. This gave every member in the population an 
equal chance of being selected in the final sample. To 
Lab 1 i uh a i op i / UJf mi La l i vo sump I , mu I L jl ,jg< • - lusloi

sampling methods were also used. In the process ol making 
selections at vaiious stages, simple random sampling 
methods were used as well.

The first primary sampling units were picked at the 
location level. Next stage, the secondary-sampling units 
were selected at the sub-location level. The fin a 1 sampling 
units were derived at the individual level.

Purposive sampling was then used. The justification for 
this was to specifically establish those people who 
possessed mobile phonos. In otdor to lind out the 
proportion of mobile phone utilization, those pee'pie around 
one who owned a mobile phone were also interviewed. This is 
because people use borrowed mob i le phones, from f rionds or 
relatives. Others hire these services from telephone 
bureaus, such the newly introduced 'Simu ya Jamii' 
facilities. Others though they do not own mobile phones are 
still affected since some call mobile phone subscribers 
through fixed lines. Therefore even those without mobile 
phones are stakeholders in the industry since they can 
consume these services anytime as need arise.
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2 2.2 Sample Size and Unit of Analysis

A sample of 120 respondents was drawn. The reason was that 
this sample would be manageable within the limited time 
allocated for the research project. 80 mobile phone owneis 
and 40 of her respondents who did not own mobile phones were 
interview'd.

The unit of analysis was individuals, both who owned mobile 
phones and those who do not own them, since they can still 
USe them from other quarters. They were analyzed with the 
ratio of 2:1. That is for every two mobile phone owners 
interviewed one respondent without this gadget was also 
interviewed.

Key informants from the major stakeholders in the mobile 
phene industry were also consulted. These included 2 
officials from the mobile service providers: namely Kencell 
(.i >riii mi meal i. o 11 s I ■ i m i I < *d . i in I in 1, 11 i com I ■ i m i I * ■ I. () i h < i
stakeholders that were also involved included 2 officials 
from the government institutions, namely: the
Conununications Commission of Kenya (CCK), and T' lkorn. One 
official from the Ministry of Tourism and Information was 
also interviewed. This made a total of 5 key informants.

*V'
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Data Collection Methods

The study was field survey research. The researcher moved 
out to the field at the cited site to gather information. 
The predominant mode of data collection was the
administration of the interview schedule. This document had 
,-arefully framed questions aimed at answering the 
objectives of the study, as well as other concerns of the
research.

The interview schedule had both open-ended and close-ended 
questions. Open-ended questions were used where there was 
need to probe for further information and give the 
respondents enough room to reveal their own objective 
perceived 'effects brought by the mobile phones in their 
area.

Observation was also used to register some relevant issues 
iliai had .1 be a i i uy mi i h i s study. An obperval ion checklist 
with predetermined features to observe on the ground was 
used for this purpose.

Key informant guides were also used to collect information
from the major stakeholders in the mobile phone industry.
This was for the mobile phone service providers and other
government institutions, such as Telkom Kenya and the
Communications Commission of Kenya (CCK).\ *

The- aim of employing all these data collection methods 
simultaneously y was to get \an all round conclusive picture

\
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all the relevant data wasthe subject. This way, of
harnesseci to9ether for critical analysis.

Data Analysis

goth quantitative and qualitative data analysis techniques 
are used. Quantitative techniques dea L with numerical 
oriented data while qualitative techniques respond to 
textual information. Both data categories are significant 
in this study to capture comprehensive information on the 
topic under scrutiny.

Presentation of the Results

The previous chapter described how the relevant data was 
collected from the sampled respondents in the field. The 
following data was duly collected from the systematic 
investigations.

The following quantitative data analysis techniques are 
used in the organization, presentation and inteipretat ion 
of the data in this study; frequency distribution tables 
and percentages.

^ stribution of the Respondents According to the
Main Variables of the Study

\ ̂

this section, frequency distribution tables for
different variables are rujn and interpreted accordingly. 
The first 5 disables in Section A represent respondents' 
Personal background information. Seel Lon B contains various
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spects that are relevant to the diffusion, adoption and 
tiliz<ati°n of the mobile phone among the respondents.

Section A
Table 4.1.1 Frequency distribution table for 
respondents according to their gender

Gender Frequency Percent Cumulative
Frequency

F e m a l e 6 0 5 0 5 0

M a l e 6 0 5 0 1 0 0

T O T A L ' 1 2 0 1 0 0

The sample was stratified to include the same number of 
gender categories.

Table 4.1.2 Frequency distribution table for 
respondents according to their marital status

Marital Frequency Percent Cumulative
Status frequency
S i n g l e 2 6 2 1 2 1

M a r r i e d 8 8 7 3

rrsL____

D i v o r c e d 2 2 9 6

Window 2 2 9 8

W i n d o w e r 2 2 1 0 0

T 0 " A L  J<L 1 2 0  ■ 1 0 0
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iL*iority of those interviewed were married with a frequency'of 
og and highest percentage of 73%.

Ta'ole 4-1-3 Frequency distribution table for
respondents according to their respective
occupation

Occupation Frequency Percent Cumulative
Percent

^ F a r m i n g 2 8 2 0 2 0

Fanning & 4 3 2 3

Business
Business 3 0 2 5 4 8

Formal 4 2 3 8 --
1 OO |
 

O '* j
Employment
Other 1 6 1 4 1 0 0

T O T A L 1 2  0 L O O

Majority of the interviewed respondents were engaged in formal 
emj^loyment as their sources of income with a frequency of 42 and 
highest percentage of 38%.

>X V '
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4.1.4 Frequency distribution table for
&pondents according to their highest formal education

attained

£duca^ ° n Frequency Percent Cumulative
L e v e l s Percent
None 4 3 ' >

p r i m a r y 3 0 2 5 2  8

Secondary 4 8 4 0 6 8

Tertiary 3 8 3 2 1 0 0

"t o t a l 1 2 0 1 0 0

Majority of the interviewees had attained highest secondary 
school level of education with a frequency of 48 and highest 
percentage of 40%.

Table 4.1.5 Frequency distribution table for
respondents according to their age

Age Class Frequency Percent Cumulative
Percent

1 5 - 2 0 2 1 1

2 1 - 2 5 22 19 2 0

2 6 - 3 0 24 \ ̂ 20 40

3 1 - 3 5 18 1 5 55

Oii O
n) 

v

2 0 7 5

4 1 - 4 5  • H 4 12 87
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f 4 6 : 5 0 ' 8 8 9 5

' T T ' - s s 4 3 9 8

" 5 6 - 6 0 2 1 9 9

z. 1 1 0 0

^ O T A L 1  2 0 1 0 0

Majori ty of the interviewed respondents fell in two ago groups 26-30 
anc- 36-40, both with frequencies of 24 and highest peicentages of
20%.

Section B

Table 4.1.6 Frequency distribution table for
respondents according to their initial 
sources of information on mobile phones *

Information
source

Frequency Percent Cumulative
Percent

F r i e n d s  a n d  

r e l a t  i v e s

5 4 6 7 6 7

M a s s  m e d i a 2 4 3 0 9 7

E x p e r i e n c e 2 3 1 0 0

i n  t r a v e l

T O T A L 8 0 1 0 0

*V'
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respondents according to their respective 
reasons for buying mobile phone

4.1.7 Frequency distribution table for

Initial Frequency Percent Cumulative
reasons percent

i m p r o v e  w o r k 1 6 2 0 2 0

I n t e r a c t  i o n 3 0 3 8 3 8

w i t h

r e l a t i v e s

away
Arising 2 2 2 7 8  5

c o m m u n i c a t i o n

n e e d s

B u s i n e s s 1 0 1 3 9 8

Of ho r 9 O 1 0 0

T O T A L 8  0 1 0 0

Respondents who possessed the mobile phone were distributed 
according to their felt reasons of buying the mobile phone as 
shown in Table 4.1.7. The table shows that most of the 
respondents bought the mobile phones to keep regular contact 
with their relatives living far away from home with a frequency 
°f 30 and highest percentage of 38%. *

*V'
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respondents' response categories on the 
full satisfaction of their respective 
communication needs and problems

iable 4.1.8 Frequency distribution table for

- --------...-------  -Satisfaction
L e v e l s

-Frequency Percent Cumulative
Percent

’ Y e s 1 8 2 2 2 2

To a  c e r t a i n  

e x t e n t

5 6 7 0 9 2

N o 6 8 1 0 0

N o t  S u r e 0 0 1 0 0

T O T A L 8 0 1 0 0

Respondents who possessed the mobile phone were distributed 
according to their perceived satisfaction of one's common ica t .i on 
nnpd.'s and I > t oh I »■in:; a:; .shown in Tabl*' A . I . H . Thu rr> ponso 
categories were broken down as shown above. The Lai Le shows that 
majority of the interviewed respondents were not fully satisfied 
with the mobile phone in meeting their communication needs and 
problems, with a frequency of 56 and highest percentage of 70%.

V'
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T2ible 4.1.9 Frequency distribution table for 
respondents according to their 
availability of enough credit in their 
mobile phones

Valued Frequency Percent Cumulative
Credit percent

" Y e s 36 45 45

N o 44 55 100

80 100

Respondents who owned the mobile phones were distributed
according to their availability of enough credit on their phones 
as shown in Table 4.1.9. The table shows that majority of the 
respondents did not have enough credit in their phones 
regularly, with a frequency of 44 and highest percentage of 55%.

Table 4.1.10 Frequency distribution table for
respondents' response categories according 
to their perceived rate of use

Rate of Use Frequency Percent Cumulative
Percent

E v e r y d a y 28 35 35

Once  a w e e k i—
1

00 22 57

R a r e l y 30 38 95

V e r y  R a r e l y 4 5 100

T 0 ? a l 80 • 100
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Re3Pon^ents were distributed according to their regularity of 
utiliz^n<̂ the mobile phone to make calls as shown in Table 
4.1 .1 0 . The table shows that maiority of the mobi] <=* phone ownors 
rarely used it to make calls, with a frequency of 30 and highest 
percentage of 38°. This state of affairs could be attributed to 
a variety of factors as will be expounded in the discussion 
.secl Lun.

Table 4.1.11 Frequency distribution table for
respondents according to their perceived 
and observed hindering factors

Hindering Frequency Percent Cumulative
Factors Percent
E x p e n s i v e 4 2 5 3 5 3

P o o r  N e t w o r k 2 6 3 2 8 5

B o t  h 1  0 1  3 n 8

e x p e n s i v e

a n d  B a d

N e t w o r k

I l l i t e r a c y 2 2 1 0 0

T O T A L 8 0 1 0 0

Respondents who possessed the mobile phones were distributed 
according to their perceived factors that hindered effective 
uti..ization of the mobile ̂ phones as shown in Table 4.1.11. These 
factors were categorized as shown above in the table.
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Jjjs table shows that majority of the respondents riterj high 
c o s t s  as the most hindering factor with a frequency of 42 and 
highest percentage of 53%.

Table 4.1.12 Frequency distribution table for 
respon<̂ en^s without mobile phones according to their 
reasons for not having the mobile phones

Lack of Frequency Percent Cumulative
motile phone * Percent
Cannot 24 60 60

a f f o r d

N o  network 6 15 75

N o  use for 10 25 100

i t

T O T A L 40 100

Majority of the interviewed respondents who did not have mobile 
phones could not afford them with a frequency of 24 and highest 
percentage of 60%. This means that the mobile phone is rather 
expensive to many rural dwellers, most of them placed at the 
lowest strata of the socio-economic status.

V'
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respondents according to their perceived 
and observed changes in communication 
habits

y a f r l e 4.1.13 Frequency distribution table for

Effects in Frequency Percent Cumulative
communication Percent
More 2 0 25 25

expensive

Dropped 18 23

11 00

t r a d i t i o n a l

methods

Reduced 4 2 52 100

Di s t a n c e .

TOTAL 80 100

Majority of rhe interviewed respondents rjted reduced distance 
as the most experienced changes in communication us shewn above. 
The second majority had their communications budget increased by 

the- adoption of the mobile phone innovation.
Table 4.1.14 Frequency distribution table for 
respondents according to their work patterns

Work Frequency Percent Cumulative
changes Frequency

Use mobi le  
.Phene in work

64 80 80

Does not  use 16 20 100

t o t a l 00 o 100
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Majority of the respondents here used the mobile phones in there 
work. This shows that the mobile phones also have the effect of 
revolutionizing peoples' work patterns.

TcJole 4.1.15 Frequency distribution table for
respondents according to their use of 
mobile phones to access the internet

Internet Frequency Percent Cumulative
Access percent
Yes 0 0 0
No 80 100 100
TOTAL 80 100

AIl the interviewed respondents did not use the mobile phone to 
access the internet.

Discussion of the Results

Section 1.01 The f o1 1ow j nn d i sen s s i on is objectively derived 
from the respective answers provided by the respondents to 
the set questions that were contained in the administered 
interview schedules, key informant guides and the 
observation checklist.

Parts B (see appendices II AND III) of the interview schedules 
administered to both respondents who possessed mobile phones and 
those without categorically^sought to orovide answers to the key. j v'
concerns of tlgys study. This contention however does not 
necessarily r<light I he equally vital in I or mat ion received on the
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rt?sponC*eilt' s resPecLive personaJ background. This is because 
Qpes personal backgiound can also fundamentally determine an 
i n d i v i d u a l ' s  ability or inability to adopt and utilize the 
mobile phone.

Ope of the key elements in the diffusion of innovations research 
.is stipulated by i hr- propon-mi ,.| thi:; I he*>r ei ica I di sposit ion, 
Everett  Rogers is the initial diffusion of information about: the 
in n o v a t i o n  itself. The sources of this information could be from 
the mass media, opinion leaders during interpersonal 
communication, and experience. For example observations made 
during one's course of traveling.

This research project recognized the importance of this 
information diffusion process since the source and initial 
provided information can determine the decision making process 
among the potential adopters of a new innovation. They could opt
to adopt the new innovation or not based on the first impression 
i lwy get-. Ac ci 11 at * * m  in i s I end i mi i n f oima t i * >n about a new id'-a is 
bound to have either effect, positive nr negative.

The researcher therefore inquired about the initial source of 
information about the mobile phone from the respondents. A wide 
range of these sources was mentioned as shown in Table 4.1.6. 
These sources included the mass media, other people, and 
experience during travel and those who could not remember.

According to this study it was duly established that majority of 
the respondents who possessed the mobile phone had received the 

information from oth^r people. The second majority in 
this variable r̂as the ’mass media.
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Thi5 shows  ̂ some traditional community structures are still 
play in the rural areas, whereby there is always the communal 

approach to issues as opposed to individualism. People interact, 
dialogue and consult regularly on life matters that th^y 
encounter daily. Opinion leaders who happen to be more informed 
facilitate these interpersonal interactions. The mass media, as 
two-step flow theory of corrimunica i ion by lilihu Katz arid Pau L 
Larzasfeld explains is best at disseminating the very initial 
information, ostensibly to the opinion leaders, who in turn pass 
the information to the larger masses.

Another significant factor in the diffusion, adoption and 
utilization process is the initial reasons that compelled one to 
buy a mobile phone, which in itself is quite an investment by 
the standards of poor rural peasants at the low class of the 
socio-economic strata.

This study thus sought to investigate the motivating reasons 
tli.ii p i opr* I l e d  i m>hj |o phone nwnein. i n t o  i n v e n t  j nq i n I lie new 

communication technology and in el feet; adopt ing a new idea.

The interviewed respondents respectively gave their desired 
motivations for adopting the mobile phone technology for 
communication. Several categories of responses emerged as 
analyzed in Table 4.1.7.

According to this study, most of the interviewed mobile phone 
owners stated that t:fiey bought the mobile phone to maintain a 
constant communication l“ink with their relatives who lived far 
away from home, especially igri bigger urban centers.
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r t can therefore be aptly deduced that the mobile phone is 
fundamental in enhancing interpersonal interactions, albeit 
ross far distances. These communication gadgets have the 

biXity to unify people easily.

second majority. category of respondents declared arising 
uoinmunic.Jtion nerds as Lhoi.i i <•u.uon.'i wh i l.e those who bought the 
phene to streamline communication needs in Lh* ir iespeetive work 
came third. Others were categorical that the mobile phone was 
meant to enhance their businesses. This is also another form of 
work however, except that this is specifically trade based. From 
this we also realize that the mobile phone is revolutionizing 
and transforming different patterns of work. For example it is 
possible for one to make an official decision even from the 
streets away from the office.

These first two factors can be attributed to adoption decisions 
while the following attributes have to do with the practical 
u!_' 1 izatiori ol I. In' mob i le phone.

A follow up question to this attribute sought to find out the 
perceived levels of individual satisfaction of one's 
communication needs and problems as a consequence of adopting 
and utilizing the mobile phone. Basically the researcher sought 
to find out whether or not the mobile phone conclusively 
satisfied the communication needs and problems of those 
Possessing it. This was important because mobile phone owners 
nought it to satisfy* their respective communication needs and 
Problems.
The response categories for^this question are shown in Table 
q • 9. It sin£h emerged that majority of the interviewees 
lamented that the mobiLe phone innovat ion they so excitedly
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gtn'oface<̂  not. fully satisfy their respective communicat Lon
peeds and problems effectively.
This frustrating state of affairs to many mobile phone adopters 
provides some discrete pointers to the effect that some 
stumbling blocks hindered the effective utilization of the 
mobile phone communication technology amonq these rural 
,„|opt nrs. !•'«11 I --w up qu'\sl inn*.* and i •■■/< l.p ions in thin ».ftect. aie 
discussed in the ensuing paragraphs.

The next significant attribute that is bound to critically 
inlinenee trends of mobile phone utilization among the consumer 
fraternity that possess this gadget has to do with financial 
servicing. This entails the exclusive ability of the mobile 
subscribers to pay airtime bills well as other consumer related 
charges, such as internet charges.

To this effect the study questioned the availability of enough 
useable credit (money) on their phones. 1'his data is contained 
ii Table 4 .1 . 9 in l ho prov i oils s^ct i mips .

From the mobile phone owners who were interviewed it was duly
found that majority of them did not have enough credit in their 
phones.

Needless to say, this lacking state of affairs is certainly 
bound to curtail mobile phone owners' needs and dec.ires of using 
the phone during some desperate hours of need. Many mobile phone 
owners barely strife ’to finance their accounts to avoid loosing 
their lines.

I • >
gaLn' prolonged prevalence of this financial plight is bound to 
, te 5en t unfulfilled utilization f >r ob I crus and frustrations to



those mobi. It p 11 o n 6 ownsrs who cannot afford mobile services, 
ciê P**'6 ^av^nd adopted the innovation at a price.
?h<?re are h°wever the well to do mobile phone owners who 
accepted having constant enough credit in their phones. For all 
inclusive and conclusive effective and fruitful utilization of 
,nobile phone services, those who cannot afford credit regularly 
shc>uId also be brought on board.

The rate of mobile phone use was also investigated as shown in 
table 4.1.10. It was since established that majority of those 
interviewed rarely used their mobile phones to make calls. This 
is partially explained by the fact that majority of them hardly 
had enough credit in their phones. This is probably what gave 
rise to the notorious habit of 'flashing' to request or invite a 
call from the other end.

Another utilization aspect explored in this study had to do with 
the major hindering perceived and observed hindering factors.
This informal inn is presented in Table 4.|.||.
Irom the mentioned response categories, majority o) the 
interviewed respondents mentioned expensive costs of running and 
maintaining the mobile phones as the major factor hindering 
satisfactory adoption and utilization of the mobile phone among 
rura1 residents.

They complained that consuming mobile phone services was too 
costly to majority of the rural folk who are perversely plaqued 
by their erstwhile impoverished status.

Notably from the previous paragraphs of this discussion, it has 
x V 'lnce begn established’ that the mobile phone does not fully 

, l t l s f y  the communication needs and problems of a big percentage
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c the adopters. It was also found that they rarely railed with 
their mobile phones, a scarcity that can also be partially 
attributed fo the fact that their accounts remain for protracted 
spells of time without useful credit (money).

This is because they cannot sat is factor!1 y afford, despite their 
gatnest desii.f L<j LuJLill their respective corumun i ca I. ion needs 
anJ problems by consuming appropriate mobile phone services.

Besides the adopter's inability to afford these services, 
another hindering factor mentioned by the respondrnts was poor 
necwork and unclear reception. Respondents located in two of the 
sampled sub locations extensively echoed this woe. They are 
Tii.ra and Ugoti.

Again many potential and willing mobile phone would-be adopters 
are restricted from adopting and utilizing this communication 
technology and its accruing advantages because of poor or no 
. i < 111. i i.

Another substantial percentage of the interviewed respondents 
compounded both expensive costs and network problems as their 
hindering impediment.

A minor percentage cited illiteracy as a restricting factor.
Thus position though rightly valid to the minority group, serves
to show that literacy levels did not significantly affect the
actual adoption and utilization of the mobile phone. Indeed many
respondents with low education levels had already adopted the
mobile phone technology for ̂ communication.

> • *
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■ pother related inquiry was carried out on respondents who did 
fiot possess the mobile phone. These can otherwise be regarded as 

people who have not yet adopted this oommun j '*a t i on
jpiiot ion .

ihî  information nan be referred in Table 4.1.12 under the 
i mined i a t o data piesontal ion aeclion . dimi-lur ly us lepiftod .in 
this table, an overwhelming majority of the respondents without 
the mobile phones cited lack of sufficient money a; the greatest 
impediment on their way to embracing this new communication 
technology. Some claimed they would afford the initial cost of 
the handset but feared the expensive consumption charges.

The minority respondents who decried Lack of net wot k were 
located in Tiira and Ugoti sub locations. A sizeable chunk of 
the population in these areas would otherwise adopt and proceed 
to utilize this innovation had it not been for this stated 
technological hitch.

The last category in this question is those that admitted no 
need of the mobile phone. This group of respondents, felt that 
they had n o significant use of t h mobile ph on e . T I • e s e are those 
who did not have any work that directly or regularly needed the 
employment of mobile phone services. They also did not have 
meaningful relatives based in far locations.

The last major component of this research project was to explore 
the initial implications of the adoption and utilization of the 
Nobile phone in che rural'areas. This entails perceived and 
observed effects arising frow the adoption and utilization of 
this new.technology.
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*l\ along it should however be appreciated that the current 
effects are only preliminary and could change or jncrease with 
tjme. This is largely because this innovation is still new among 
the adopting rural inhabitants. The early adopters in the rural 
areas have not yet used this communication technology 
e x t e n s i v e l y  over a long time.

in this light, the study sought to find out any changes in 
communication methods experienced by the respondents who 
possessed the mobile phones after adopting the new technology. 
Table 4.1.13 contains the data collected from the respective 
respondents over this issue as well as their mentioned response 
categories. The most prominently experienced changes in 
communication methods was reduction of distance as said by 
majority of the respondents. They were grateful they no longer 
traveled many kilometers to Maua town to make calls as they 
could make calls from the convenience of their hones. Notably 
there were no fixed line telephone connections in the area prior 
l •’* l I in on so i <»| i h< ■ mi 11) i I < * phonos.

The second largest category in the same question cited increased 
communication budget as thejr perceived chanqes in their former 
communication methods. Now they used more money in communication 
unlike before. Again this is supported by the fact that majority 
of the respondents found mobile phones expensive. Other 
respondents mentioned dropping traditional methods of 
communication such as writing personal letters as to family 
members residing in towns. Now they write short message texts 
(SMSs) or call directly.-'*

Another .poten^ia1 effect in the rural areas born of the adoption 
an<i use of I hr* mobile phono involved i hr' changer.; experienced in
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I -pendents' work patterns. The study thus inquired about these 
Refects as manifested in the nature of work as presented in

e 4.1.14

âjority of the respondents claimed that they now used the
phones in their work reqularly unlike before. There those 

worked even from home while business people or traders made 
purchases from the comfort of their business premi ;es. Therefore 
mokile phones have also changed peoples' work patterns even in 
the rural areas. There is enhanced efficiency in work through 
the use of mobile phones.

The last frequency distribution table run concerned the use of 
mobile phones in accessing the internet. Considering the 
important role played by the internet today as a great source of 
development information, the rural inhabitants can also use it 
to access valuable information that can help them in their 
lives.

It was unfortunately found out that none of the interviewed 
respondents used the mobile phone to exploit the rich 
information source. Some did not ev^n know the service existed 
in their phones while others felt it was too expensive to access 
the internet via the mobile phones. In order to use the mobile 
phone for development in the rural areas, accessing the rich 
int.ernet opportunities can provide a good starting point to 
teach valuable development information. The internet is not 
meant only for rhe town dwellers. The rural folk too have a 
stake in the opportune information even though they reside in 
tenote regions of the worlds Otherwise they are being by passed 
by this • inforrfTat i on age superhighway gravy train!
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|-r0m the open ended questions the following issues about mobile 
phones emerged as well. This is where respondents were given a 

way to offer their own objective observations ind comments 
about the mobile phone. These questions were aimed to capture 
otter information not reflected in the close ended questions. 
pespon<̂ ents were thus given a slight lee way to express other 
factors about the* mobile phones they deemed important to raise.

A couple of respondents said they used the mobile phones to call 
the mass media radio and television stations to make their 
contributions in call in talk shows. In this reqard mobile 
phenes are increasingly being used to enhance interactive 
democracy in the land. This way the views of the people in the 
remote rural areas are voiced i hrouqh the mass rned a and hence 
their grievances are communicated to the relevant authorities. 
This way therefore the mobile phones have the effect of giving 
voice to the otherwise previously voiceless masses in the rural 
areas.

There are many radio and TV call in taik shows that address as 
number of topical themes and issues that affect the society on 
social, political and economic affairs. For example some deal 
with political themes where politicians of national stature are 
invited to the studios and interviewed. Callers from all over 
the country are then invited to make their contributions by 
asking questions, presenting their grievances as well as making 
other relevant comments about issues affecting them. This 
enhances democratic s'pace in the country as callers speak their 
own hearts without any restrictions.

Examples, of tĥ fse programs include the third opinion on KTN 
television and Up C l o s e  and Candid on Nation Televisi^ n . Wembe
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,a citizen is another radio proqrarn in Citizen Radio aimed at 
exposing corruption in the society. Again mobile phones are 
fre9uently used to report cases of corruption in the rural areas 
aS well. This way the mobile phone has the effect of promoting 
development in the society by discouraging corruption in the 
country.

Citizen Radio too has a cal] in program on security whereby 
carieIS ^re encouraged to call the station and report cases and 
areas of prevalent crime and insecurity. This way the public is 
warned of danger zones to avoid as well as alerting the police. 
Criminals in the society are exposed this way and several crime 
prone areas have been streamlined through these means. Mobile 
phones are used to expose insecurity in the rural ireas in 
remote areas that were previously inaccessible or unknown to the 
outside world. This way security in the rural areas is boosted. 
This state of affairs can be explained by the knack of criminals 
to snatch mobile phones as they commit crime to cover themselves 
-jg. i us l swill reprisals I i ■ >in I he i i v i < • l i ms . Using mob i 1 e ph< >ne s 
it is easy to call in reinforcements immediate]y from the police 
or community neighbors in the event of a criminal attack.

Similarly however, mobile phones have also been used for the 
converse purpose of plotting crime among the criminals. They 
have been known to use mobile phones to communicate their 
criminal motives among themselves. They use them to trail their 
victims by reporting their whereabouts to their colleagues 
stationed at strategic points. One respondent in this area 
nairated how thugs used -Che mobile phones to track one neighbor 
whom they murdered later. Either way it is the hope of this 
study that mobile phones be used for development as opposed to 
Propagation of ciime.
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Empirical Observations from the Observation 
Checklist

prior to the commencement of the fieLd activities, the following 
factors that might impact on the adoption and utilization of the 
mobile phono in the environment of the site were < >a rum rked for 
critical observations.

These observations included:

1 ) Availability of electricity in the sampled regions of the 
site-Igembe South West Division.

2) Presence of and number of fixed (landlines) in the site. 
Both 'for public and private use, in homes or trading 
premises.

3) Mobile phone repair shops in the area.

4) Mobile phono service piovidors' establishments in the area, 
such as shops, booths and other mobile phone related 
infrastructure.

5) Evaluate the reception power and presence of network in 
various regions of the site.

6) Transport and other communication infrastructure.

*; V '
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e following respective observations were duly made during the 
jat.a collection process as the researcher visited the sampled 
areas meeting the respondents.

On the first issue of electricity, which is a fundamental 
development infrastructure that is also an important 
rej iiLorcemeiil 1 > I I. tie mobile pi i< an technology, the* * o 1 I ow i i ig 
observations were made.

power installations were only found to exist in onLy one of the 
sampled sub locations. This was Amwamba sub-locati >n. There is 
absolutely no electricity supply in the other sampLed sub
locations, namely; Ncheeme, Tiira, and Ugoti.

Indeed, even in Amwamba sub-location where power insta1 lations 
reach, electricity supply is only restricted within one 
institution; A secondary school called St Pita's Secondary 
school. Only a handful other well to do homes around the school 
are supplied with power. Otherwise majority of the residents in 
the sub-location live without electricity and depend on other 
sources of relevant energy for their daily needs.

This important infrastructure deficiency in the area can impair
effective adoption and utilization of the mobile phone
innovation in many other similar rural areas in Kenya. This is
so because it is used to charge the mobile phone batteries.
Secondly, incase the mobile phone service providers' intended to
spread their advanced technological equipment to tnese similar
remote regions, their efforts could be curtailed b/ lack of
power. This is so because n\e*st of their hardware such as 

J •
computers requires electrical energy to function.
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jn̂ eec1, a 9ooci number of the respondents cited this major 
hiccup/ noting that they traveled long distances-as far as 20 

liiometers away to Maua town-to charge the batteries of their 
phones. Others depend on cell batteries, which are not as 
reliable as electricity.

ĥen the mob Lie phone ba I Lety leiniins (<>i «i long i i me wil hout 
power, they get ruined and the phone can not be utilized 
effectively, despite the owner's earnest willingness to adopt 
the new communication innovation.

The other observed attribute also involved an equaLly important 
component of the development infrastructure, namely the 
telecommunications networks of the fixed lines, otherwise 
regarded as the landlines.

It A/as duly observed that there are absolutely no telephone 
connections at all in the sampled sub-locations in the division. 
This is a not lie i mu joi ■ levelopim mi I inf r nstructu re deficiency that 
characterizes most of the rural areas of Konya.
The eventual arrival of the mobile phone in these remote rural 
areas is therefore welcome news to the telecommunications 
starved inhabitants of these regions that actually contain 
majority of the country's population.

Inaeed a good number of the interviewed respondents earnestly 
lauded the mobile phone technology for favorably connecting them 
in the in the telecommunications networks and in effect opening 
UP these marginalized remote areas to the distant outside lands 
from where desirable development opportunities can be accessed.

* <L
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pj.0vi°us i y inhabitants of these areas who seriously needed to 
,„ake calls had to travel 15-25 kilometers to Maua town paying 
fares of up to 100-150 shillings. There are only four Telkom 
pUblic booths in Maua town that are always congested. Often they 
break down, occasioning people in need of these services to 

( areat hardships and frustrations.

The next attribute related to the adoption and utilization of 
the mobile phone in the rural areas that was a iso to be observed 
is the presence or absence of mobile phone repair shops in these
are as.

This is also important because mobile owners whose handsets fail 
to work can get quick repairs and proceed to utilize their 
gadgets appropriately. Again it was observed that no such repair 
shops existed in the sampled site areas.

This can be another factor that would restrict satisfactory 
ut i i 7 a t i op r>f the mobile phono ns n <•< nninun i • vi i ion tool in these 
areas. Failure of the mobile phone to work occasions mobile 
owners to substantial looses of money as well. Traveling long 
distances to big towns like Nairobi to repair the phones is 
another added cost of servicing the mobile phone.

The presence or absence of mobile phone service provider's shops 
in the area was also earmarked for observation. It was similarly 
observed that there are no such establishments in the study 
site. x-w

These structures are significant since one can for example 
Sr / V'Easily buy scratch cards and access airtime conveniently during 
women t s oJ need. Presen I Ly mobile phone owners travel l'.-25
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I^lometers to Maua town to buy scratch cards. In the event of an 
urgent emergence requiring urgent communication when the phone 

11 o credit could present problems to those in need.

another designated observation to be made was to find out the 
reception power in various regions of the division. This has to 
do with the prnsonce or absence <if network in t. he respect ivo
ar e a s .

On this issue the following observations were made. First it was 
notec. that the site is surrounded by a mountainous topography. 

Ifliis division is literally ringed by high and steep meuntains 
and hills. These landscape features include Nyambene ranges.
Since the current generation of mobile phones in K< nya use the 
microwave land based transmission technology, thes^

^environmental impositions bar some mobile signals from reaching 
Bdesired destinations and hence occasioning a commurication 
Fbarrier. This certainly hinders effective adoption and
utilization of this communication tnrhnolnqy in sjinila. nn.il. 
areas.

Among the sampled sub-locations, only two-Amwamba and Ncheeme 
had good network and reception power. However there are still 
some sporadic pockets of network absence, especially those 
regions located right at the bottom of tho high densely forested
Mountains.

Therefore mobile phone owners are forced to move around the area 
search of suitable poixvts where network reception is strong 

ln erder to make calls or sen£ messages. Sometimes they climb 
ome strategicaMy elevated mountain and hilJ peaks to make 
cioar calls.
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■j'fit? other two sub locations Tiira and Ugoti—are greatly starved 
0i the mobile service providers' network since they are located 

1 furthe r  down hill. They are placed in very low altitudes such 
th«it tîe Power °f the present transmitters cannot effectively 
reach these marginalized remote areas. Most of these areas are 

I n0t. covered at all.

inaeed, most respondents in these areas cited lack of a strong 
network as a majoi impediment to Llie rapid diffusion, adoption 
and utilization ol the mobile phone communication. Though many 
people could afford to buy and service the phones financially, 
the gadget would quickly be rendered useless in these areas for 
the discussed predicaments. Again under such deficient 
conditions, the mobile phone can hardly be utilized effectively 
as a communication tool in these similar rural areas.

Lastly, the other attribute to be observed was the nature of the 
transport infrastructure in the sampled rural areas. This 
i in ■ 111< I on the i • ■ 11»1 noi woi ks and <»L11 <% i < i va i 1 n 1 > I o m< >< )* s id 
transport used by these rural residents.

Aqain this important development infrastructure was also found 
to oe inadequate and in pathetic state. The tarmac road ends at 
Maua town 15-25 kilometers away. Gravel weather roads penetrate 
deeper into the remote rural villages. Severely rough soil ruts 
drifts further into the rural interior. Hardly can vehicles 
teach some places in this area. These areas are inaccessible.

Though not directly related to mobile phone technology, good 
transport networks are crucial for opening up these remote areas 
to the outside^world. ‘With better accessible roads more people
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wi.c.h innovat ive ideas can inteiact wi th these depi Lved rural 
folk and import new ideas, including that of the mobile phone.

On the same cue, good accessible transport networks could make 
it easy for mobile service providers to transport their heavy 
communication equipment such as the transmitters and satellite 
jishes to improve delivery ol. services

There a r e  no other communications facilities in these areas, 
such as post oiiice, lax telex or internet cyber facilities.

Responses from the key informants guides

The following discussion is derived from the analyzed 
information gathered from the earlier mentioned key 
stakeholders. (Refer to the methodology section). The public 
relations oflicials and other employees of these companies and 
institutions provided i his insight ful. information.

Tĥ  mobile service providers <\xpi<\sscd then d<d‘ n r mi nn (. i on to 
cover all rural areas of Kenya but they also cited a number of 
stumbling blocks that stood on their way to the achievement of 
these endeavors.

They noted the necessity of opening up the remote rural areas by 
incorporating them in the telecommunications networks. They 
however claimed that the government policies on the mobile phone 
industry were prohibitive.

They cited stringent demands by the government as one major 
test.ricting factor. This is l^ecause they are charged very 
xO] bitant feesc^for the licenses. Since they are themselves 
u s .1. n e s s institutions and h a v ̂ to r o e o v p i b a < * k i h o i r rf i o 11 o y * u i d
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make profits, their services become expensive for the poor rural
f o l k .

They slso decried tax increases on airtime by the government in 
the previous annual state budget as another factor that would 
finder effective diffusion and utilization of mobile services 
among the poorer sections of the population in tin rural a teas.
'1 his is because this move would have the effect of increasing 
the burden of paying these taxes on the consumers themselves.
The cost of airtime is relatively high.

Mobile service providers also recommended the use of satellite 
transmission technology to overcome problems presented by the 
hostile environmental impositions, such as very high mountains 
or where some locations are in very low altitudes. This they 
felt would also make these currently expensive services cheaper 
and more efficient, since the launched signals can beat these 
restrictive environmental features.

It was also recommended that the government reduce the 
exorbitant taxes on mobile phone products and services to make 
them cheaper and hence more accessible to t fie poorer sections of 
the rural populace who egually need and deserve these .important 
communication services for their development.

Poor or inexistent reinforcing development infrastructures was 
also cited as another major source of frustration by mobile 
service providers in extending their much needed and desired 
services among the rural‘”inhabitants .

*I i V'
This is .because their’ equipment such as computers needed
Sl1 f f i e i en l o I ot u i ir.il powo i I c» function «ip[ u op i i .11 < 1 y . go where
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t̂ j.s important component of the infrastructure lacks, then they 
woulcl experience difficulties extending to these pLaces, however 
L,ch rural friendly their expansion policies would be.

On the same cue poor transport networks in some remote rural 
areas would obstruct the movement of their heavy equipments such 
a;; I i <3n Sin 111 »' t ■; - 11 id sale J J i I o d i shes 11* iw< * vo i ha t d i hey won J d be 
willin<3 to penetrate deeper into these marginalized places.

Over and above the mobile phone was lauded as significant 
communication equipment that has the ability to open up these 
locked rural areas and in effect inspire some development 
opportunities among the rural dwellers.

This information communication technology should therefore not 
be viewed as a luxury like in the past but rightly as a basic 
comnunication item capable of steering development in the 
marginalized rural areas. The government should therefore not 
St and i ng in ih<‘ way of I his s i gn i f i c.i n I < •< mum in i cm 1 ion 1; •' <* h n • > 1 ogy 
by niking taxes on airtime and other related mobile phone 
equipments.

The other major involved key informants and stakeholders in this 
communications industry is the Communications Commission of 
Kenya. This governmeht body plays a big role in the licensing of 
these mobile service providers as well as allocating th^m 
aPp::opriate airwaves, especially now that the current players in 
the market use the microwave technology, the same used by radio.

However there is the prospeg'fc that the newly licensed mobileL  vdevice provider, F.cnnett Wireless Company could be using 
Sa,el.lite technology in their transmissions. This is we 1 coni'
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news for mobile phone service consumers in this country and 
especially those located in the remote rural areas where the 
current transmission technologies cannot penetrate.

On their part, the CCK also stressed as their policies to 
develop the mobile phone industry in this country including the 
itU'il u t 'M S  by I i • j ng iiioim pbr/<u.u in i ho ni'.bjl- rn. 11 ko i. l i k e  

they have recently done with the new Econel Wireless.

They argued that strict licensing procedures must be in place 
because this is an important communication technology. Similarly 
it uses the electromagnetic spectrum which is a scarce form of 
energy. It must thus be managed effectively.

Caution must again be exercised on whom to license because Kenya 
does not have a satellite of its own in the space and has to 
rely on hiring these services which are expensive. This could 
imply massive flights of financial resources of this country. It 
is advised that these expensive technologies be adopted altei 
careful planning, lest they backfired.

There is however plans to install a transmission cable from the 
coast to the interior. This will enhance the reception of the 
sigr.al and clearer voice reception. This cable will also make 
internet services cheaper among other projected goodies in tie 
sector. The dear prayer here is that the implementation of this 
noble project move faster.

\ ^

are also underway t-o harmonize mobile phone policies among 
e three East African counties. This is meant to have the 

°verall e.ffect<pf imprdving telecornmunications networks in the 
ecb.on, with I ho underlying mot i ve oi enhancing dev* Lopmeri'..
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ga«;ically it was learnt that there are policy willingness to 
eXpand mobile phone communication technology among the rural 
areas as well. For example licensing of the third mobile service 
providers who could use satellite transmission technology will 
greatly help rural mobile phone consumers because it will give 
them a variety to choose from, it will increase compel ition and 
nuke i- L cheap** i and also ii will g< • i • *u i id i lie ti Lgh I ina i 03 uf poor 
reception in hilly regions.

Therefore despite the current problems experienced by the 
prospective mobile phone consumers in the rural areas of Kenya 
the future is bright as the communication innovation takes root 
in these areas following appropriate policy changes from the 
relevant government institutions.

On the part of Telkom, their role in developing this 
telecommunications industry is harmonizing policies on the fixed 
lines and those of the mobile phone industry. It is clear the 
mobile phone indunlry ban fasi ovm 1 akon I In' I and 1 ines, but. the 
two telecommunications infrastructures should be used 
simultaneously to improve distance communications in this 
country including the rural areas.

for example mobile phone owners in the rural areas can always 
call Telkom lines in towns where they are concentrated. This way 
these two significant communication’s l echnologie1; can reinforce 
eacr> other and have the desirable effect of opening up the 
erstwhile locked rural areas of this country.

Telkom was also scheduled to^break its monopoly in the fixed 
line telephone<tservi ces. This monopoly officially ended in July 
this year. With enhanced competition in this front it is
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lprojected that their will be better service delivery and the 
cost of the phones will also go down. With the tipped widespread 
llSe of the satellite and cable transmission techn' >loq i es, the 
future of the telecommunications infrastructure in the rural 
areas can only be bright.

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

This last chapter as the title apt 1 y suggests will be sub 
di/ided into three major sections in the same logical order as 
they appear.

The summary section will highlight the initial purpose of the 
study, the process used to collect and analyze data and the 
major findings of the study.

The conclusion section will endeavor to provide logical answers 
to the questions that prompted the collection and analysis of 
the qathered data. This will be a broader combinat ion of the 
issues previously analyzed in ch.ipl'i 4 .

The recommendation section finally will formulate pragmatic 
strategies that can be implemented to chart the way forward for 
improvement. Appropriate steps and actions designed to provide 
workable solutions to exposed problems and deficiencies that 
curtail effective diffusion, adoption and utilization of the 
mobile phone communication technology in the rural areas are 
Provided. *

*•V'
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Summary

This research project was conceived with concerns about the 
widespread deficiency in the telecommunications infrastructure 
in this country in mind. This important communications 
infrastructure is particularly in pathetic lack in the rural 
.licu.'i of Keiiy.i wl i* • i * • liupuily m | I |w  p..| >11 I . 11 i mu t r • : j <\, .

Many large rural areas are noi connected in the
telecommunications networks at all, especially the fixed lines. 
But lately, since mid 1990's, the inception of the wireless 
mobile phone communication technology has tremendously 
transformed the telecommunications infrastructure in this 
country, and more so in the rural areas that were previously not 
connected.

The mobile phone, which) also falls within the broad spectrum of 
the new information communication technologies, has also had its 
impacts felt i ri ether spheres of human life as well.

It is in these convictions that this research) project is 
grounded. Essentially the purpose of this study was to 
systematically and critically explore how the current diffusion 
of the wireless mobile phone technology in Kenya is getting 
adopted and utilized by people who live in the rural areas as a 
new way of communication.

The investigations maved slightly further to find out the 
immediate felt implications arising as a result of adopting and 
starting to use the mobile phone in communication and byT
e*tension information -dissemination. It should however be *
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appreciated that the mobile phone idea is new in the rural areas 
0f Kenya and therefore the effects may not be so pervasive.

Questions have been raised as to why the mobile phone innovation 
which is an important tool of communication is taking too long 
time to penetrate and spread accordingly to those in need of it. 
The study was llms supposed to explore the major as well as 
minor factors that hindered the effec tive diffusion arid use of 
the mobile phone.

Broadly the objective of the study was to find out the overall 
effects brought about by the adoption and use of the mobile 
phone in the rural areas in Kenya. The case study was based in 
Igembe South West Division in Meru North District.

Specifically the objectives were to determine the various felt 
and observed changes brought to the rural community as a result 
of adopting the mobile phone for communication. These could be 
in form of pro <■«> j vod i mpi ov< inoni r. <u oven fiust iat ions emerging 
from the adoption of the mobile phone.

Another equally important objective in this study was to explore 
the effectiveness of the mobile phone as a tool of communication 
in the rural areas. This is all because widespread and pragmatic 
utilization of the mobile phone technology, along with other 
related new information communication technologies have the 
positive potential of facilitating development initiatives in 
respective rural areas in Kenya.

In order to collect the relevant information required to answer
/questions andcconcerns raised at the conception of this research
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project the foiLowing systematic processes were employed to 
collect and analyze the gathered data.

Î ight from the onset the study was designed to be a field 
s u r v e y .  Appropriate established research methodologies were 
sought and applied accordingly as shown in the methodology 
port i on in 1 jiapi »• i •!.

Conclusions

These conclusions are launched from the premises that everybody 
is a potential stakeholder in the mobile phone industry. Key 
among them is the mobile service providers and the government. 
Others are the current mobile phone owners who consume mobile 
services from the mobile service providers.

Judging from the respondent's responses and general attitude, it 
is clear that the introduction of this communication innovation 
is good at enha ne i ng < ’oimiui n i < \ 11 ion among the pet >p I < ■.

This communication technology has many advantages as well as 
shortcomings associated with it. Some immediate advantages that 
have been brought by this technology to the population entail 
casing communication needs and problems among the adopters. It 
ls more efficient and fast compared to traditional communication 
j®ethods. One who possesses this communication technology C£in 
easiiy be reached from any location, so long as there is 
network. s*

enables the concerned paries to pass any relevant 
formation accordingly * and hence achieve the appropriate
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desired actions. It has also tundamentaliy liberated people from 
sticking to the fixed locations of the landlines since it is 
conveniently portable.

mobile phone is also imbued with a variety of other equally 
important communications related possibilities such a.s internet 
jiid news media among other applications.
With <3 mobile phone at one's disposal, one can even communicate 
across international borders from any networked locations.

From the interviewed respondents both who possessed the gadget 
and those who did not, there was a unanimous consensus that the 
mobLle phone communication technology is good. Indeed everyone 
desired tc possess and utilize it satisfactorily to solve their 
respective communication needs and problems through the 
appropriate consumption of the relevant mobile phone services.

This eventually leads us to the phenomenon of access as far as 
! <1 now i n f < >i m.i I i r• 11 c1 oinmi)111,(*<11 i < >11 I f*< *h11o 11 x11 e.*: -1 r *' concerned*
One of the major issues that came to the fore of this study 
involves the broad concept of accessing mobile phone services 
among the var ious needy groups of I fie population living in t fie 
rural areas.

This big question of access is loaded with a number of factors 
that tend to hinder effective diffusion, adoption and 
utilization of the mobile phone communication technoloqy among 
Various classes of people in the population.

rhere are groups in the population that can readily access these 
informatiniCcommunicatton technologies and the majority who
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C(innot reach these services despite the existence of this need 
jjt their daily lives.

This creates two distinct classes of people in the population 
a c c o rd in g  to their socio-economic classes. A class o f  

information haves and information have nots. This dichotomous 
state of a flairs based on l ho ab i I iI y or inability to .icce; s 
mobile phone products and services arise as a result of a number 
oi factors, namely; all urdabilily in terms uL i Luanda I 
resources and the presence or lack of appropriate network in 
various rural regions.

Th€. big issue of financial affordability among the poor rural 
inhabitants emerged as a major factor hindering effective 
diffusion, adoption and use of this communication technology in 
the rural areas.

Many people cannot afford airtime satisfactorily to cater for 
the i r respect i vo uiiniuii i on l i < > n needs and pi nb] (''ins.. Thus, despite 
eagerly adopting this communication innovation through the 
acquisition of the mobile phones, many mobile owners hardly use 
the mobi]e phones, as they would otherwise want. Thus mobile 
services can only be effectively consumed by the rich who can 
significantly afford to service their gadgets financially.

Network problems also hinder appropriate access especially deep 
in the remote areas where the power of the current transmitters 
cannot penetrate. Rugged mountainous topography in some rural 
aneas also presents problems to the current used microwave 
technology, where the launched signals hit these environmental 
features, and £ai.l to penetr ate. The above two pred.i caments 
therefore are the key hindering Teeters ir, fnst'-r diffusion,
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adoption and utilization of this important communication 
innovation in the rural areas.

Qtfor hindering factors have to do with lack of appropriate 
reinforcing development infrastructures such as power and 
transport.

Another conclusion that can be derived from this st udy is the 
admission that indeed the mobile phone has changed the adopters' 
former communication methods. This is so because one can call 
from any networked location without having to move to the fixed 
lines.

These communication gadgets have opened up many rural areas that 
previously did not have any telecommunications links before.
There are vast remote areas that never had a single telephone 
booth or line, but. now people in these regions can utilize the 
erstwhile elusive telecommunications infrastructure.

This is indeed positive development to these areas as far as 
communication within and with the outside world is concerned. 
Today people need not travel long distances to towns to make 
desirable calls. Use of emissaries or messengers has also 
reduced among those who own and use this communication equipment 
in these areas .

However the adoption and utilization of the mobile phone 
Products and services'has also increased the communication 
expenses of the adopters .--It also had the effect of shifting 
expenses where transport costas are used in the phones.

y  . ** c
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The mobile phone has also significantly changed the work 
patterns of many people, including those based in the rural 
areas. This has the effect of working away from one's base 
stations or work places. Today it possible for one to make 
official decisions from the road or from anywhere else as need
arises.

Similarly one can be traced Irom any nel.woj ked position to 
attend to arising work demands. In the business front, traders 
can order goods and services from the convenience of their 
business premises or anywhere else for that: matter. These 
communication gadgets have thus greatly eased some types of work 
just as they have reduced distances and opening up these 
previously marginalized rural villages.

Though not so directly linked with the diffusion of this 
innovation to the rural areas, Ihe mobile phone industry has 
emerged as a significant player in the national economy since it 
in actually a mull i in il 1 ion -do 11 ,i r industry in itself.

It has created many employment and business opportunities for 
manv people. It also immensely contributes to state revenue in 
form of taxes levied in airtime as well as the imported mobile 
phone hardware such as the handsets and other reinforcing 
equrpment.

The diffusion and adoption of this communication equipment has 
also had the democratic and political implication of giving 
voice to the rural residents. They use it to air their views in 
the participatory interactive mass media call in talk shows.

y . V'
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Ma'iy people use mobile phones to call radio and television 
st<itions in Nairobi to present their views and grievances. For 
example there are talk shows in virtually all radio and 
television stations such as Citizen, KBC, Coro, Kameme and Kiss 
100 .

Some ot the I hemes piesonted in Llvso intetactiv programs are 
political and have to do with matters that present hardships to 
the grassroots communities based in the rural areas. People 
discuss their rights using the mobile phone and this gives voice 
to these people.

Due to its ability to reach mobile phone owners at any linked 
location,, the mobile phone is also good at solving tragic- 
emergencies. where information dissemination aimed at seeking 
appropriate solutions and help is necessary.

For example when ugly accidents occur, relevant people can be 
<’Oi tact ed fast in .ncarcli lot sihvoi . Mobile phonos can also bo 
used to boost security by seeking help fast when people are 
uncer attack like theft or other bad occurrences.

In a nutshell, the inception and subsequent utilization of the 
mobile phone communication innovation in the rural areas of this 
country heralds the introduction of a new communications culture 
among the adopting individuals and communities at large.

There is a widespread consensus that it is a good technology at 
the disposal of the ruraT residents who were previously not 
exposed to any form of telecommunications networks.

. /  •
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However, conclusive implications of the introduct on of this 
communication technology in the rural areas canno' be made at 
the moment since it is only too new. Hence t he put pose of this 
research project was to explore the preliminary iinplications 
arising from the diffusion and adoption of this innovation among 
the rural residents.

More insightful lessons can be Learnt later with iurther 
research when this technology takes deeper toot aid reasserts 
itself among the adopting rural populace.

Recommendations

From the previous sections of this report text, the following 
breakdown of points are hereby tendered to chart the way forward 
foi improving the diffusion, adoption and utilization of the 
molile phone communication technology for rural development.

k' Hi* I Liist mm ioi s i gii L f i< m u  I i ' >« •* Miimend-i t ion l ha I is oft*31 red on 
this account is carrying out further descriptive and explanatory 
research studies on the treads of mobile phone technology spread 
and u s e .

This could be in areas of marketing, as well as its effects, 
■both in the rural areas and urban areas. Other relevant research 
interests can be developed as need arise. Research in any 
discipline is crucial for the generation of insightful 

l information and knowledge. These research undertak ngs should be 
carried out by the key stakeholders in the mobile [-hone 

. industry. They ̂ should thus ^aise together in thes* activities
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and move on to integrate their respective findings to understand 
more issues about the mobile phone industry better.

These said stakeholders should include the mobile service 
providers, namely; Kencell communications Limited, Safaricom 
Limited and Econett Wireless Company. Others include qovernment 
( Inp.i ' t men I s and mini m I i i , *r; uu- l i  an i in> c e n t r a l  I m i i m u  o C 
stat istics to establish the actual number of mobile phones in 
the urban and rural areas, the Communications Commission of 
Kenya and Telkom Kenya.

Othar potential stakeholders are the academic institutions that 
deal with communication as a subject. This way they can 
establish trends of mobile phone adoption, use and levels of 
satisfaction of adopter's communication needs and problems. In 
this regard these stakeholders should provide the money needed 
for these research undertakings.

?h° next eguai j.y significant way forwaid would he f,,r i he 
authorized stakeholders to formulate an appropriate central and 
binding communication policy in this country. It is nonexistent 
presently. What we have are fragmented legislations and statutes 
which are executed from equally divided quarters.

For example ICT matters are run from three government 
ministries, namely; Information and Tourism ministry, ministry 
°f Transport and Communications and ministry of Education,
Science and Technology.

Setting up of an integrated government ministry dealing 
sPccificajly w^th ICT issues would be more efficient. For 
Ifcainpln Rwanda they has a distinct ministry on 1'Ts. They are
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progressing much faster than Kenya on this front. Trained 
communications experts should then be hired to run this 
ministry.

In this ideal communications policy, there should be binding and 
enforceable laws governing the use, licensing of the mobile 
sei vice piovid<11 ;; as well as all o• het. L i 11ei deL<i i 1 s of the 
iiiobile phone industry. 1 1 s110u 1 <I fi• ive the force * 1 law, in form 
of an act of parliament.

Th3 preparation of this communications policy should be done 
through systematic consultations from all stakeholders. Their 
inputs should be inspired by the insightful findings derived 
from the earlier mentioned research undertakings and findings.

To enhance adoption and utilization of this significant 
communications technology the key stakeholders should consider 
lowering the cost of the mobile phone products and consumption 
<’haiges .such n.f; aiil i mr' and intro in t rhn i gen.

This will make these products and services more accessible to 
the many people of the lower social economic strata who cannot 
presently afford the current charges, yet they need and deserve 
these communication gadgets as well. Essentially money is the 
major handicap experienced by many mobile phone adopters as well 
as potential adopters. In a nutshell mobile phones and their 
services are downright expensive to the rural folk who largely 
comprise of subsistence peasants.

To achieve this, the government should lower the taxes on
L ■ y  . ''
31 rt ime, . un 1 i presently when they hiked those charges during 
s°me previous annu.il state budget .
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in the same spirit the government should also make a point of 
licensing more qualified mobile service providers to increase 
competit ion and better services. This way the current exorbitant 
airtime charges could come down to the benefit of the poor 
corsumers. This will also give the consumers better freedom to 
chcose from.

In this respect the government should end the monopoly enjoyed 
py 1 elkom Kenya. I his will bring in another competitor in the 
iixed line telephones. Telephone charges will automatically go 
down as well as internet charges.

To increase matters of access where there is no network due to 
impositions such as big mountains, the government should allow 
greater use of satellite transmission technology or VSATS (Very 
Small Aperture Technologies).

This way the signal is launched to the space where satellite 
vnhirlos i evolve), il is amplified and ret ransm it I nd back to 
ear :h to find the mobile subscribers anywhere, including those 
areas faced with restricting environmental features.

To reduce the current burden of technological dependence that 
plaques this country as well other less developed countries, the 
government should try to cultivate some homegrown communication 
technologies. This can be done by scouting for the innovative 
talents from the population, for example from academic 
lnst-itutions that deal* with technology matters and those of 
higher learning.

his way fhe cq^rent financial drain to western and Asian 
C0|ir.tries that develop these technologies can be reduced. Again
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we could also export these innovations to needy countries and
earn some precious revenue for the government and the people of 
Kenya at large.

in the same light, the government should prioritize licensing 
local mobile service providers so that the vast amounts of roney
i nV" I V ' ‘d l l , i : ‘ i l " I U H l | y I' I oiighod buck ..... . niiLion.il
economy. Only the qualified companies should however be
1 i ron.sod . Such I«i voi s n< ’od 1 1. >i |)(, f>••• i ( i,i . t >tended Le> local companies if
they cannot offer standard services.

The government should establish e-training centers at strategic 
points in the rural areas to teach the people ICT issues. Like 
how to use the mobile phones to access the internet for 
development using conventional computers. Unfortunately it is 
still too expensive to access the internet using the mobile
phores until such a time when the monopoly dominated by Telkom 
Kenya will be terminated.

;m c e  most mobile phone languages are customized using foreign 
languages, the mobile service providers should consider 
Including more accessible local languages like Kjswahili for the 
benefit of those illiterate populations in the rural areas that 
find English, French, Spanish, Arabic and all those other 
Wmp.icated languages too difficult to fathom. Kiswahili is 
relatively accessible to most people and many can read and 
"Met stand it. This is important since majority of the rural 
reliers do not have extensive academic knowledge to handle the 
c°mp]ex foreign languages .
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Limitations

There are a few hardships that emerged in the process of 
carrying out this research project. First is the 
availability of up to date data on the actual number of 

■mobile phones in the area. This is because people are
constantly buying i.lu* mobile phones and this number keeps 
f luctuating.

Thr limited time aJlocated for the research. This is 
because the study had to be conducted within the programmed 
university academic calendar, which had definite deadlines 
to be observed.

(Scarce resources presented another limitation, especially 
these of financial nature since the researcher did not have 
a sponsor.

Some respondents refused to cooperate with the ,osea cher 
by not answering the questions. Some respondents demanded 
money before responding to the questions thinking the 
research was a commercial venture. This amounter to 
bribery. No money was dished out and a few respondents 
witiheld their information.

Another common shortcoming associated with exploratory 
research design is that they seldom provide exact answers 

research problems. They however give resourceful f ints 
at answers and can provide insights into the research 
Methods that could provide* more definitive answers in 
future investigations.'
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Ethical Issues

Th‘B following ethical standards were strictly observed in 
the process of carrying out this research project. First 
the respondents right of privacy and confidentiality was be 
[respected. Their identities and respective responses were 
II1** adversely ex| u)sed In 111 * i v i ng p. i r I i ns .

Another observed ethical consideration was that respondents 
were only interviewed on voluntary basis. No f.orm of 
coercion, intimidation, bJackmail or lies was used to 
inouce compliance, in this regard, respondent's voluntary 
corsent was kindly requested before the interview was 
carried out. This consent was sought after providing the 
respondent with the relevant information about the purpose 
of the research.

The respondent's actual response prevails. There is no 
biased manipulation of facts in suit some subject ive 
pieJisposed position, 'fliere was no preempting of 'ideal' 
answers. An objective approach to issues was a guiding 
tenet.

Lastly the results of the study must never be used to 
undermine the community under study in any way.
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Appendix I

Letter of Transmittal

(Respective area administrators were alerted before visiting 
respondent s foi da ta collection. This was for forma 1 
introduction as well as seeking permission to conduct the 
research study in the area).

Salutation. My name is Mungania Martin Kaithia. I'm a 
student from the University of Nairobi, School of 
Journalism. I'm carrying out a study on mobile phones in 
this area.

My major aim is to find out how the new mobile phones have 
been introduced and received in this area and their general 
effects on communication.

Respondents  a n '  . is .s i  i rod I hn i r r i g i d  of ronl id»ud i . ' l i t y .

This interview schedule should be completed before

This deadline is important because the research project is 
restricted to fixed dates within the university academic 
calendar.

Your cooperation will be highly appreciated. Thank you.

Researcher's Signature
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Appendix II

Interview Schedule for Mobile Phone Owners

Ple.'ase answer the following questions correctly. 

Background Information

Please provide the following information about yourself.

3 ) What is your name!? (Optional)

b) Age

c) Gender

d) Highest level of education attained

e) Keliyion

f) What work do you do?

g) Are you married?

h) Native division

i) Location

j) Sub-location
_________ __  .

y<L
V'
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2 a) What are your sources of income?

b) How much do you earn from the mentioned sources per 
month? (Approximately/exact) Ksh

Adoption of the Mobile Phone

3. a) Do you have a mobile phone?
i) Yes []
ii) No []
b) If yes, when did you acquire the mobile phone?

4. Where did you buy your mobile phone?

5. Are you on Ken Cell or Safaricom?

Where did you first get information about the mobile
phone p
(I e 1 <'(’ 1 l ho i i 11111 >1 n:;wo I l>y lb 'king in t ho , \ | >[ > r * >j > t i a 1 r
box) .
a) From the mass media • []
b) Fr on) other people. [ ]
c) Cannot remember. N
d) Saw during travel. []

Why did you decide to buy a mobile phone?

*
V '
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8 • Approximately how often do you use your mobile -phone to 
make calls? (Select the correct answer below. Tick
appropriately)
a) Everyday. []
b) Once a week. []
c) Ra rely. M
d) V (' r v n n o  1 y . l 1

9. a)

i )

Li) 
iii)

Does your mobile phone luliy serve your 
communication needs?
Yes [ ]
To a certain extent []
No []

b) If your answer to 9 (a) is (ii) or (iii) or
give reasons why your mobiLe phon*̂  does not 
satisfy your communications needs Lully.

.) Do you always have enough credit for your phone?
i) Yes ( ]
ii) No [ ]

b) How would you rate the amount of credit you
normally have on your phone?

i) Enough N
ii) Just enough ~t]
iii) Hardly enough M
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c) Approximately, how much money do you spend on your 
mobile phone per month? Ksh

11. How has the mobile phone changed your communication 
methods ?

12. How has the mobile phone changed the way you work?

13. What changes would you consider have been brought by 
the mobile phone in this area?

14. What features of the mobile phone do you often use?

15 a) Have you eveir’lost a mobile phone? 
i) Yes [ ]
i i*) No f |

V'
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b) If the answer to 15 (a) is yes, how did you loose /our
mobile phone?

lb. a) Where do you charge your mobile phone?

b) Do you pay for It?
i) Yes [] 
i i) No []

c) If the answer to 16 (c) is yes, at what cost do ycu pay 
for this service?
KSH

17. a) D< • you kn<>w «»f .my r i r i < *1 <mI areas and circumstances 
wire re one is not allowed or supposed to use the me'bile 
phone?
i) Yes [ ]
i i) No [ ]
iii) Do not know []

b) If the answer to question 17 (a) is yes, mention these
areas or circumstances.

— — ^
w ~
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c) Why do you think the mobile phone should not be used in 
these areas or under the mentioned circumstances?

a) What factors in your opinion hinder the adoption and 
utilization of mobile phones in this area?

b) What factors in your opinion promote the adoption of 
the mobile phone in this area?

V'
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Appendix III

Interview Schedule for those without Mobile Phones

Please answer the following questions correctly. 

Background Information
I' li so provide the foil ow i ng i n I o j rn.d Lon . ibou i ym i r S' I I .

1 a) What is your name? (Optional)

b ) Age

c) Gender

d) Highest level of education attained 

) Pe1i gion

f) What work do you do?

g) Are you married?

h) Native division

i) Location

j) Sub-location
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2 a) What are your sources of income?

b) How much do you earn from the mentioned sources per 
month? (Approximately/exact) Ksh

Utilization of Mobile Phone Services for those 
Respondents without Mobile Phones

3. a) Do you have a mobile phone?
' i) Yes [ ]

(ii) No []

b) If the answer to 3 (a) is no, why have you not 
acquired it?

4. a) Have you ever
services ?

(i) Yes [ ]
(i i) No [ ]

b) If the answer
(i) Rarely N

(ii) Often []
(ii i) Very often N
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5. a) Do you use the mobile phone in your work?
(i) Yes [ )
(ii) No [ ]

b) If the answers to 5 (a) is yes, how?

9. What should the government do to enable everybody in 
need oi a mobile phone have one?

1 0 . What is yni 11 .11 I i I i idt * I own i d;; I hr' m< >1 > i I o phono 
techno 1dqy V

V'
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Appendix IV

Key Informants Interview Guide for Mobile Service 
Providers

] ) O f f i c i a l  name • > f t h e  mol > i 1. o i v i c » • p i «,>vi(Je i .

2) Official rank of the responding officer.

3) Ownership of the company?

4) When was your company licensed to start offciino mobile 
phoin* m»* i v i < Ki i 11 K< >ny<i V

5) When did you formally start offering mobile services in 
Kenya?
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6 ) When did you start extending your services to the rural, 
areas?

7) Which initial areas did you start with and why?

8 ) When did you start offering your services in Meru Norte 
district?

9) Why did you decide to extend your services to the rural 
areas?

10) Which communication policies enhance the spread of 
mobile phone technology in the rural areas of Kenya?

'v\
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11) Which communication policies hinder the spread of 
mobile phone technology in the rural areas of Kenya?

12] Outline your company's policies on mobile phone spread 
and use in the rural areas.

13. a) Is your company satisfied with the current
transmission technologies allowed by the Communications 
Commission of Kenya? 
i) Yes | |
i i) No | ]

b) If no, why?

t !()(>



14) What would you recommend the government should do to 
make mobile phone services more accessible in the rural 
areas to those in need?

15) Do you carry out any research studies to evaluate 
mobile phone use in the rural areas?

16; How does the mobile phone technology enhance rural 
development ?
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A p p endix V

Key Informant Interview Guide for Government 
Institutions

I ) (' I 1: i > • i a I 1111in*' i*| I, hr* i iim| i i 111 i < *n .

2) Official rank of the responding officer.

3) Outline the policy changes that brought about the 
current proliferation of mobile phone technology in 
Kenya ?

4) What factors were cunsideied before introducing these 
policy changes?

y
<L
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5) What criteria do you use in licensing mobile phone 
service providers?

b) What policies do you have fur expanding mobile* phone 
utilization in the rural areas in Kenya?

7) How has the mobile phone affected other communication 
channels since it was introduced in Kenya?

8) .a) What factors promote the diffusion of mobile phones in
l.he rural ateas in Kenya?

z*
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b) What factors hinder the diffusion of mobile phones in 
the rural areas in Kenya?

9) a) Have you carried out any research studies on the 
trends of mobile phone adoption and utilization in the 
rural areas in Kenya? 
i) Yes [ ] 
i i) No [ ]

b) If yes, in which areas?

10) How is the mobile phone used for rural devr loprnent in 
Kenya ?

11. What is the future of the mobile phone industry in the 
rural areas?

M
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Appendix VI

Observation Checklist
1 h<; following attribute's were observed empirically.

I . A va i I at • i I i I / < • I <1 o< • i i i r i t y in v.i i i • «i is r og ; >n.s •. f the

division.

2. Number of landline telephone lines in the area, both 
public and private.

3. Mobile phone repair shops in the area.

4. Mobile phono service provider's shops in the uea.

b. Evaluate the reception power in various regions of the
division.

t



A p p endix VII

Administrative 
West Division

Details of the Site :

Locations Sub-locations Area
1 . Akachiu Amwamba 6.3

Au k i 1 8 . fi
2. Giika Ugot i 12.8

Marega 16.7
3. Athi Kirindine 5.7

Ncheeme 9.1
4. Nduguto Ti ira 6. 1

Amun j u 2.3

Igembe

in sq/Kms

t I 12
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